
 

 

Working group Mila Oiva, Hannu Salmi & Bruce Johnson 

Yves Montand in the USSR:  Mixed Messages of post-Stalinist/Western Cultural Encoun-
ters 

Panel summary 

In 1954 French/Italian singer and actor Yves Montand signed a contract for a concert tour of the 
USSR, for whom it would constitute an early form of cultural diplomacy for the new post-Stalinist 
regime and its openness to the west. In 1956 the issue of aggressive colonial politics was brought into 
prominence by the British and French interventions in the Suez, and the Soviet’s in Hungary. Mon-
tand’s imminent tour became a matter of vitriolic debate in France, resulting in serious career damage. 
He went ahead and arrived in early 1957, where his Soviet concerts – including some in factories - 
were packed with audiences of up to 20,000 per performance. Accompanied by his wife, actress 
Simone Signoret, the couple were fêted at receptions, invited to a private dinner with the senior Soviet 
party leaders, and became the subject of a propaganda film in Russian, intended to educate its audi-
ences in their new identity as members of a modern, westernised society.  

Montand had been a life-long sympathiser with the left, and was represented in the film as a 
political ‘trophy’ of the USSR, a ‘celebrity endorsement’ of the new Soviet order. Yet ironically he 
concluded the tour irrevocably disillusioned with the regime. What was intended as a form of cultural 
diplomacy and rapprochement was in fact intersected by confused and confusing political messages. 
This panel explores the ambiguities and ironies of the tour from several perspectives including its mu-
sical content and its cinematic representation. 

 

Mila Oiva: Teaching  international encounters for Soviet citizens through the Montand 
Film.  

The visit of Yves Montand in the Soviet Union - and shooting of the documentary film of the visit – in 
1956-1957 took place when the Soviet Union was opening increasingly to the world. Nikita Khrush-
chev had presented his declaration of peaceful coexistence of the Eastern bloc with the West in 1956, 
the country was increasing both cultural, political and trade contacts, and preparing for the Sixth Inter-
national Youth Festival to be held in summer 1957. As the level of encounters between citizens of the 
Soviets and of the West was expected to grow, the average citizens became potential ‘diplomats’ for 
their country when socializing with foreigners.  

Placing the film within the context of post-Stalinist opening of the country to the world, the 
paper analyses it as a ‘lesson’, teaching Soviet audiences how to behave when meeting the foreigners 
in the Soviet Union. It explores the way the Soviet propagandists and filmmakers sought  to represent 
how these encounters should be conducted.  How was socialization of the Soviet authorities, artists, 
and other groups of the Soviet society with the French stars Yves Montand and Simone Signoret dis-
played in the film? What does it tell us about how the Soviet citizens were supposed to see the position 
of their country in the new more open situation, how they were to behave and talk about their country, 
and how not to, when encountering foreigners? And finally, how were foreign countries represented, 
and what was considered to be ‘authentically Soviet’ and what was not, in the film? 

The analysis of the films opens up further discussions of the official Soviet view concerning 
the desired encounters with the West, and of how they reacted to the increasing grass-root level en-
counters across the Iron Curtain since the mid-1950s.  

 

Hannu Salmi: Yves Montand Sings (1957) and the Soviet Documentary Tradition 

Yves Montand’s  Soviet tour took place in December 1956 and January 1957, extending from Moscow 
to Leningrad and Kiev. In fact, their tour finally evolved into a longer itinerary through the Eastern 
bloc, since in February and March they continued to Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Yugoslavia 

 

 

and Hungary. The main destination was  the Soviet Union, which did not remain unnoticed on the 
other side of the Iron Curtain: The Washington Post noted on 30 December that the Soviet Union 
seeks “wider cultural ties with other countries” and had just hosted the concert of “the French croon-
er”.  It is obvious that the tour had a great propaganda value for the USSR, to exemplify the deepening 
cultural ties. To promote this view, the documentary film Yves Montand Sings (Поёт Ив Монтан, 
1957) was produced, clearly with great rapidity. It was produced by the Central Studio for Documen-
tary Film, based in Moscow and already founded in 1927. The high production values of the film are 
apparent since the best production teams were behind the camera. The documentary was shot by Ser-
gei Yutkevich (1904–1985) who had in spring 1956 just won the best director award for his Othello in 
Cannes. The director was Mikhail Slutsky (1907–1959) who also had a prolific career. He had won the 
Stalin prize three times and was the Honoured Artist of the Ukrainian SSR. My presentation aims 
analyses  Yves Montand Sings as a documentary film, as a part of the Soviet documentary tradition and 
also as a narrative and representation on Montand’s tour. 
  

Bruce Johnson: Mixed messages of musical diplomacy 

Music has been one of the main media for East-West cultural diplomacy. Other musicians enlisted to 
proclaim to Russians the openness of the new regime included the Everyman Opera Company of New 
York, with Porgy and Bess, British pianist Moura Lympany and American violinist Isaac Stern along 
with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and pianist Glenn Gould. Montand’s contribution as a conduit 
of cultural diplomacy was primarily through popular music, but the messages his songs sent might not 
always have coincided with the messages his audiences received. This paper explores the ambiguities 
and ironies of Montand’s repertoire: one of Europe’s greatest star celebrities, presenting western popu-
lar songs being cinematically mediated as an instrument of Russian propaganda, but through a reper-
toire that includes distinctively French chanson, a famously anti-militarist song and a song apparently 
mocking stiliagi – Russian youth who proclaim their rebellion by their enthusiasm for jazz – with 
which Montand was in fact famously associated. 
 
 
Bios 
Mila Oiva (MA) is PhD Candidate at the Department of Cultural History, University of Turku and 
member of the Finnish-Russian Network in Russian and Eurasian Studies in the Field of Social Sci-
ences and Humanities (FRRESH) hosted at the Aleksanteri Institute, University of Helsinki. Her 
forthcoming PhD investigates the marketing of Polish ready-made clothing in the Soviet Union in the 
1950s and the early 1960s. Oiva has published both in English and Finnish articles on socialist foreign 
trade and the use of fashion shows in socialist sales promotion. She was a visiting Fulbright scholar at 
UC Berkeley in 2014-2015, and participated in the Culture Analytics long program at the Institute for 
Pure and Applied Mathematics (IPAM) at UCLA in spring 2016.  
 
Hannu Salmi is Professor of Cultural History at the University of Turku, Finland. He is the leader of 
the research consortium ‘Computational History and the Transformation of Public Discourse in Fin-
land, 1640–1910’ (2016–2019) and Academy Professor for the years 2017–2021. He has written sev-
eral books on nineteenth- and twentieth-century cultural history, including Nineteenth-Century Eu-
rope: A Cultural History (Polity, 2008). He is the co-founder of the International Institute for Popular 
Culture (IIPC), together with Bruce Johnson. 
 
Bruce Johnson, formerly a Professor of English Literature, now holds honorary professorships in mu-
sic, communications and media, at universities in Australia and the UK, as well as in cultural history at 
the University of Turku where, with Hannu Salmi, he co-founded the International Institute for Popu-
lar Culture. His current research lies in music, acoustic cultural history and the emergence of moderni-
ty. Apart from several hundred contributions to scholarly books and journals, he has authored/edited 
around a dozen books, most recently on sound, space and memory, and jazz and totalitarianism. He is 
currently Visiting Professor at the University of Gothenburg. 



 

 

Working group Claire McCallum, Timo Vilén, Pia Koiv unen & Geoffrey Roberts  

Windows East and West: The Struggle for Peace and Cross-Bloc Cultural Contact during 
the Cold War  

Chair: Claire McCallum 
 

Timo Vilén: “No More Memorials of War”: Helsinki’s Statue of Peace and the Struggle 
for Finnish-Soviet Reconciliation 

In July 1965, the participants of the World Congress for Peace, National Independence and 
General Disarmament in Helsinki were pleasantly surprised by the announcement of the Finn-
ish Prime Minister Johannes Virolainen. Addressing the nearly 1,500 people gathered under 
the auspices of the Soviet-backed World Peace Council, Karjalainen declared that the Finnish 
government was planning to set up a statue of peace to commemorate the peaceful coexist-
ence between Finland and the Soviet Union. In doing so, the Finnish political leadership not 
only revived an idea put forward with considerable vigour by the Finnish Peace Committee, 
but also challenged the dominant patriotic discourse with its focus on Finland’s heroic fight 
against Soviet aggression. 
 
Drawing on records of the Peace Statue Committee, this paper traces the lengthy and murky 
process that led to the setting up of the Statue of Peace in Helsinki in 1968. In particular, the 
paper examines the ways in which the different symbolic meanings attributed to the statue 
were interpreted by five groups, all of whom had conflicting ideas about what it said about 
Finland’s relation to the Soviet Union: the country’s political elite; the activists and artists 
associated with the Finnish Peace Committee; the Soviet authorities; the Finnish media; and, 
finally, the popular opposition to Finland’s official foreign policy line. Apart from the ten-
sions of the Finnish society in the late 1960s, the struggles that revolved around the Peace 
Statue also offer insights into Finnish-Soviet cultural exchanges during the Cold War. 
 
 

Pia Koivunen: Seizing the Monopoly of Youth and Peace: the USSR and the Founding 
congress of WFDY in 1945 

World War Two marked a major turning point for the USSR: as one of the winners in the war, 
it enjoyed a very different geopolitical status in 1945 than it had possessed before. In this new 
situation, Stalin launched an international peace campaign that included several international 
organisations manifesting peace around the world. These included e.g. the World Federation 
of Trade Unions (1945), the Women’s International Democratic Federation (1945), the Inter-
national Organization of Journalists (1946) and the World Peace Council (1949). 
 
This paper addresses one of these Soviet peace organisations, the World Federation of Demo-
cratic Youth (WFDY). Why was this organisation established and how was it related to ideas 
of peace? The paper focuses on the founding congress of the WFDY held in London in Octo-
ber-November in 1945. By drawing on archival records and contemporary newspapers in the 
USSR, it analyses the role of the Soviet Communist youth league and the Communist party in 
organising the congress as well as their discussions on international youth movement at the 
end of the war. In so doing, the paper illuminates the organisational and institutional back-
ground of the Soviet peace campaign and its ideological aspects. 

 

 

Geoffrey Roberts: Window to the West: The Communist Peace Movement and the 
Struggle against Isolationism in the Late Stalin Era 

The late 1940s and early 1950s were the zenith Stalinist xenophobia and isolationism. Scien-
tific, cultural and political contacts with the west were severely curtailed. But throughout this 
period the activities of the international peace movement received massive coverage in the 
Soviet press. Large Soviet delegations participated in international peace congresses. Ilya Eh-
renburg and other Soviet peace activists addressed numerous foreign as well as domestic au-
diences, while western peace movement leaders and activists were welcomed and feted in the 
USSR and spoke at the meetings of the Soviet peace movement. In 1951 the Stalin peace 
prizes were inaugurated and the 1952 Vienna World Peace Assembly was an exceptionally 
broad-based gathering.  The peace movement keep alive Soviet-Western contacts and after 
Stalin’s death played an important role in fostering the USSR’s re-engagement with the rest of 
the world. It was the pathfinder for the huge expansion of Soviet-Western cultural engage-
ment that developed in the mid-late 1950s. 
 
 
Bios 
Dr Claire McCallum is a Lecturer in Twentieth Century Russian History at the University of 
Exeter. She completed her PhD in 2011. Her thesis examined the changing representations of 
idealised masculinity in Soviet visual culture in the two decades after the end of the Great 
Patriotic War and the book based on this research is forthcoming with Northern Illinois Uni-
versity Press. Her new project explores how the Soviet ‘fight for peace’ influenced contempo-
rary culture, especially the arts, in the years between 1945 and the Soviet invasion of Afghan-
istan in 1979. 
 

Dr Timo Vilén is a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Tampere. His research interests 
are focused on 20th century history of science and intellectual history of the Cold War. His 
recent publications include “In Memory of a Cold War Friend: Monuments Commemorating 
the Finnish-Soviet Relationship in Helsinki and Tampere” (co-authored), in Cold War Cities 
(Peter Lang 2016), and “Where East met West: Helsinki and the staging of the Conference on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe”, in Urban History 42 (2015). His current research pro-
ject examines the history of Russian studies in neutral European countries during the Cold 
War.  
 

Pia Koivunen is a post-doctoral research fellow at the Institute for Advanced Social Research, 
University of Tampere. She received her PhD at the University of Tampere in 2014. She has 
published on the World Youth Festival, Soviet cultural diplomacy, cultural Cold War and 
cultural exchange at the grass-roots. Her recent publications include Beyond the Divide. En-
tangled histories of Cold War Europe (Berghahn 2015) co-edited with Simo Mikkonen. In her 
new project, Koivunen studies the politics of hosting mega-events in the USSR. 
 

Geoffrey Roberts is Dean of Graduate Studies and Professor of History at University College 
Cork, Ireland. His publications include Stalin’s Wars: From World War to Cold War, 1939-
1953 (2006); Molotov: Stalin’s Cold Warrior (2012); Stalin’s General: The Life of Georgy 
Zhukov (2012); and Stalin’s Personal Library (forthcoming). His books have been published 
in Chinese, Czech, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese, Roma-
nian, Russian, Swedish and Turkish. His recent articles include “Averting Armageddon: The 
Communist Peace Movement, 1948-1956” in S. Smith (ed), The Oxford Handbook of the His-
tory of Communism (2014). His work on the communist peace movement is based on exten-
sive research in Russian and British archives.  



 

 

Antonova Natalya 

Culture, arts and activism: Trans Eurasian Feminist Cartography  

 
Since my proposal grasps rather distinct localities (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Belorussia, Rus-
sia) – there is a certain methodological necessity to be applied. Namely, comparative ap-
proach that will introduce not only a mere justification of “pluriversalities” (W. Mignolo, M. 
Tlostanova) but also serve as a base for feminist revision of the “post-soviet”.  
 
Primarily because there is practical need in that: while the so-called critical actors in activism 
and academia still conceptualize socio-political processes in CIS through the smoked glass of 
the “post” – “new” categories are being instrumentalized severely. Indeed, if we do not catch 
them on time – while they still alive and ductile – social body of the region will be framed by 
the solid sections of alienated meaning.  
 
I am proposing to catch the category of “Eurasia” (despite, or even because of the complicat-
ed historical and philosophical route it had passed), and revise it through the flows of border-
land feminist struggles incorporating dialectical synergy of artistic practices and activism.  
 
Therefore, this topic demands a global, thorough re-evaluation of decolonial theory both with-
in the “western” and “non-western” entourages, with regard to a particular set of practical  
questions: 1) How can we rethink the “heavy luggage” of the “post”? 2) How can we resist 
the conservative and reactionary implications of “Eurasian” geo-politics through feminist cul-
tural activism? 3) How do we manage to “create another Eurasia” (A. Peto)?  
 
 
Bio 
Born in 1989, Almaty, Kazakhstan. Graduated from al-Farabi Kazakh National University 
(Almaty) in 2014 (Bachelor of Humanities specializing in Philosophy), and 2016 (Master of 
Humanities specializing in Philosophy). The topic of Master thesis was mainly built upon 
comparison of the official discursivity of Kazakhstani cultural production, on the one hand, 
and the subsequent critical counter discursivities and counter representations, on the other. 
Currently enrolled in Comparative Gender Studies PhD Program at Central European Univer-
sity (Budapest). Major research interests: comparative dimensions of feminist and marxist 
epistemologies along with practices of cultural resistance, including arts and activism.  
  

 

 

Auclert Raphaelle  

The ‘Armed Thaw’: Cultural War under Peaceful Coexistence. A Comparative Study be-
tween the 1950s and Today  

 
The paradox of the Thaw period is based on a strange combination from officially friendly 
diplomacy between the Soviet Union and the US in the ‘spirit of Geneva’ and fiercest offen-
sive on the cultural field led by both countries since the wartime. In a quite odd manner, the 
more numerous are the summit meetings and cultural exchanges between the superpowers, 
the higher is the Soviet defiance towards its American counterpart. This phenomenon has, at 
least, two reasons: first, the Soviets may feel a sort of ‘ideological vulnerability’ after the de-
nunciation of Stalin’s crimes in 1956; secondly, it might be Russia’s traditional ambivalent 
relationship to the West, an eerie mix of fear and attraction. During these years a specific nar-
rative is developed in the Soviet official prose by such authors as Vsevolod Kochetov and 
Ivan Shevtsov; both share nationalist principles and distrust for the liberal intelligentsia.  
 
Nowadays it is tempting to compare the period of peaceful coexistence 1955–1960 with the 
short reset started by President Obama in 2009 until 2014. In both cases, after the Grand Alli-
ance (Yalta in 1945, 9/11 in 2001) followed by a series of skirmishes (the rivalry in Western 
Europe after the war, color revolutions and the war in Georgia in the 2000s), the new host of 
the White House (Eisenhower in 1953 and Obama in 2009) was holding out a hand to Russia. 
Unfortunately, after the double mandate, this policy has systematically failed and turned into 
a huge crisis, both paroxysmal and unexpected.  
 
In this paper based on official prose works, I propose an analysis of the ‘cooking pot’ where 
all these patterns were boiled during the Thaw: the Soviet ‘inferiority complex’ underlined by 
the American ambassador Thompson in a talk to vice president Nixon before the American 
national exhibition in 1959; nationalist and sometimes neo-Stalinist voices are heard in 
Putin’s propaganda; witch hunt against the foreign agents and so on. We will also make an 
attempt to offer a new definition of the Kremlin’s actual cultural diplomacy mainly centred on  
the concept of outreach.  
 
  
Bio 
Raphaelle Auclert. Currently I am completing my PhD at the University of Sheffield (UK). 
My thesis focuses on a number of Soviet novels written between 1941 and 1985, most of 
them gained various State Prizes. Aesthetics aside, in my work I consider the official prose as 
purely political texts. The value of these books lies in the fact that they reflect the evolution of 
the Party line in the context of Soviet politics and of the Cold War. More broadly, my inter-
ests include Cultural Cold War, Cold War fiction, culture of the Thaw period, and socialist 
realism. I have already taken part in international conferences related to these topics in Mos-
cow, Trento (LSE Cold War Summer School), London (SSEES), Cambridge, and Harvard. 
  



 

 

Bethwaite Julia  

The global mobilities of Russian museums: the corporate sponsors and private foundations 
as actors/practitioners of cultural diplomacy  

 
This article examines international practices of cultural diplomacy with the focus on the glob-
al mobilities of Russian art museums. By applying Pierre Bourdieu’s concepts as methodolog-
ical thinking tools, I analyze the role of private economic capital in supporting museums’ in-
ternational activities and investigate whether other forms of capital are also involved. I am 
interested to explore how different agencies manifest in the fields of art and cultural diploma-
cy, and which forms of capital are in play. Besides media material and state-level documents 
analysis, I will conduct ethnographic research and on-site visits, and interview actors who are 
linked to the globally mobile Russian museums.  
 
The recent Russian state-level documents have encouraged increasing Russia’s cultural pres-
ence abroad (e.g. Osnovy gosudarstvennoy kul’turnoy politiki 2014, Strategiya gosudarstven-
noy kul’turnoy politiki na period do 2030 goda 2016). As an example of this, the State Rus-
sian Museum opened its first foreign branch in Malaga in 2015, and is planning to expand 
further to Havana and Abu Dhabi. Furthermore, the cultural policy documents have advised 
museums to diversify their financing channels and advocate advancing economic cooperation 
between the state and private actors, which can bring new actors to the field of cultural di-
plomacy.  
 
 
Bio 
Julia Bethwaite is a second year doctoral student in International Relations at the University 
of Tampere, Finland. She holds a MA in Russian Language and Culture. Bethwaite explores 
the role of art in international relations with a focus on Russian power in the transnational 
space of art. She analyzes Russian non-state actors and international practices of cultural di-
plomacy. Currently she participates in a research project “Making Spaces of Justice Across 
the East-West Divide” and is a doctoral student in the Foreign Policy cluster at the Finnish 
Centre of Excellence in Russian Studies.  
 
  

 

 

Biasioli Marco  

British Rock Music, Russian Rock Music: One-Way Flow?  

 
This paper examines the cultural flows in rock music between Britain and Russia (1990-
2017). While flows in figurative arts and literature between the two countries have been fairly 
equal in both directions, the same cannot be said for rock music. Even though the symbols 
and myths of Western rock culture have always found fertile ground in Russia – to the point 
that for Russian musicians English now shares the same importance as Russian in lyric-
writing – Russian sonic flows have not arrived to Britain. Why? In an era where information 
travels instantly, this sounds rather strange. 
 
The proposed paper analyses the reasons behind this disparity of flows, and to what extent 
this is caused by political situations, general attitudes and perceptions, or unequal record mar-
kets.  
 
The purpose of the paper is to create awareness of the ‘flow barriers’ between Russia and the 
UK, and to offer possibilities on how to tear them down and reach a more balanced transcul-
turation. 
 
 
Bio 
I graduated from the university of Rome ‘La Sapienza’ with a BA in Foreign 
Languages and a MA in Translation Studies. Currently, I am in my first year as a PhD 
student in the university of Manchester, England, where I am studying English 
language use and Anglo-American influences on post-Soviet Russian rock music. My 
research interests cover the areas of Russian popular culture, linguistics, musicology, 
globalization studies and East-West perceptions. 
 
  



 

 

Bonin Christianna  

The Art of State: The “Neue Slowenische Kunst State in Time” and Artistic Identity as Po-
litical Identity, 1990-Present 

 
This study examines the sputtering history and future challenges of transnational thinking in 
art as it emerged at the end of the Cold War, specifically through the Neue Slowenische Kunst 
State in Time (NSKST), an association of artists formed in Moscow in 1992. The association 
grew from the “NSK Embassy Moscow,” a groundbreaking month of events among artists 
from Eastern Europe and Russia that  sought to mark the end of the “former East,” and to 
identify future commonalities among participants. Declaring itself a “non-territorial state” and 
issuing member passports (Fig. 1), the NSKST made the state’s self-representation and bu-
reaucracy the fodder of their work. It offers a case for examining how art produces forms of 
cultural exchange beyond national boundaries—and how it fails. 
 
In the 1990s, as the Yugoslav Wars reshuffled ethnic and political boundaries, the NSKST 
promised a collective “artistic” identity alternative to nation-state citizenship. I argue, howev-
er, that as the NSKST has grown to enforce a global art world system of values—it now 
boasts 14,000 members, a robust internet presence, congresses, and biennales—the forces of 
cultural difference have begun pulling the group apart. Precipitated partly by 2,000 recent 
passport requests from individuals in Nigeria, membership now requires interviews, while 
artworks by “first” and “third world” members are exhibited as “NSK Folk Art.” Distinctions 
between the work of art and the work of the state collapse as the globally minded NSK seeks 
to regulate its social body. 
 
The NSKST reveals that the contemporary art world—its museums and conferences—can 
mobilize individuals where the state passport cannot. Yet, even as artists and cultural com-
mentators have sought to neutralize national postures, their work has also remained inscribed 
within the virulent politics of the past. Who is struggling to enter the contemporary art world 
and why? Might projects like NSKST act as barometers of European relations with cultures 
outside of it? 
 
 
Bio 
Christianna Bonin is a PhD candidate in the History, Theory, and Criticism of Architecture 
and Art program at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a 2016-17 Fulbright Research 
and Teaching Fellow at Smolny College, Saint Petersburg State University. Her research con-
siders the relationships among industry, economic trade, and culture, particularly in nine-
teenth and twentieth-century art and architecture in Europe and Russia. Prior to beginning her 
doctoral studies, she worked at the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation in Germany and received a 
B.A. summa cum laude from Amherst College as well as an M.A. in art history from Wil-
liams College. 
 
  

 

 

Cecovic Svetlana  

 “This is how my century looks like”: Cultural diplomacy of the Russian Princess Zinaïda 
Schakovskoy (1906-2001)”  

 
Princess Zinaïda Schakovskoy, journalist, writer, and translator played a crucial role of a cul-
tural mediator between Russian emigration and western intellectual milieus starting from the 
early 1930s. A real protector and friend of Russian writers as Nabokov, Bounine, Tzvetaeva 
and many others, she constantly searched to promote their work in Belgian and Parisian re-
views. In order to provide a moral and material help for Russian intellectuals, she developed 
friendships and kept in contact with representatives of almost all political parties and ideolog-
ical groups in Belgium (Catholics, socialists, communists, Belgian fascists-rexists): “Our 
house in Brussels was the only place where one could have been received regardless of his or 
her ideology” (A way of living, 1965). Her tireless and original work on promoting an authen-
tic Russia “free” of western stereotypes begins with her book Life of A. Pushkin (Vie d A. 
Pushkin) published by the press of La Cite Chrétienne (The Christian City), Belgian catholic 
journal of social action.  
 
The Second World War nursing sister in Paris, French reporter in London in 1941, journalist 
who attended Nuremberg trials in 1945, the princess Schakovskoy wrote about these experi-
ence in order to present her own vision of Europe’s destiny after 1945. My contribution to the 
conference aims to highlight personal and ideological dimension of her cultural diplomacy. 
Trying to diminish the ideological and cultural gap between Russia and the West she con-
stantly writes about her own cross-cultural experience and her intimate connection both to 
Russia and to the West. “I am a French writer but a Russian woman” (1993). My analysis is 
based on princess’ books as: Ma Russie habillée en URSS, 1959 (My Russia dressed in 
USSR), 4 books of her memoir Tel est mon siècle (This is how my century looks like): Lu-
mières et Ombres 1964 (Lights and Shadows), Une manière de vivre 1965 (A way of living), 
La folle Clio 1966 (The crazy Clio), La drôle de paix 1967 (The strange peace), and many 
interviews that she gave for French, British and Russian journals particularly during the 1980s 
and 1990s.  
 
  
Bio 
Svetlana Cecovic – Assistant Professor at the National Research University -Higher School of 
Economics / School of Philology, Moscow. After graduating from the University of Belgrade 
(Faculty of Philology/Comparative literature) in 2007, I received my Master degree from the 
University of Paris III – Sorbonne Nouvelle (French modern literature) in 2009. In the period 
between 2012 and 2016 I was a doctoral fellow (research assistant) at the University of Lou-
vain / Faculty of philosophy, arts and literature (Université catholique de Louvain). I received 
my PhD degree from the same university (2016). I work on cultural relations between Russia 
and the West (in particular Belgium and France). My thesis title: “Intellectual Mediation, 
Transfers and Imagology of Russian Thought in French- speaking Belgium (1880-1940). Be-
tween Confrontation and Conciliation. My research papers are published in Revue belge de 
philologie et d’histoire, Slavica bruxellensia, Textyles, IMLI RAN (collected papers), etc.  
 
  



 

 

Chunikhin Kirill  

The Exhibition Graphic Arts: USA, 1963-64, and the Evolving Approaches to Showcasing 
American Visual Art in the Soviet Union  

  
In 1959, the United State Information Agency (USIA) organized the American National Ex-
hibition in Moscow (ANEM), which introduced a cross-section of twentieth-century Ameri-
can painting to the Soviet people. The ANEM art section fulfilled a curatorial mandate: At the 
expense of canonical and conservative Socialist Realism, recent experiments with abstraction 
in modern American art strongly contrasted totalitarian from democratic regimes. This 
demonstration turned out to be a major success for the American policy of advancing visual 
art in the USSR, and the social and cultural impacts of the ANEM on Soviet people have been 
acknowledged within the Cold War scholarship. However, it is still an open question how the 
ANEM influenced consequent USIA exhibitions of American art in the USSR.  
 
In order to answer this question, I will consider the poorly examined exhibition Graphic Arts: 
USA, 1963-64. This show of over 1,000 cutting-edge works of art visited four Soviet cities, 
attracted more than 1.5 million people, and subsequently turned out to be one of the most ef-
fective USIA travelling exhibits. Analyzing Graphic Arts: USA and comparing it to the 
ANEM, I will demonstrate how both positive and negative lessons of the ANEM influenced 
the evolving USIA approach to exhibiting American art in the USSR. Ultimately, I will 
speculate whether Graphic Arts: USA was a new phase in the representation of American art 
and culture abroad, and in exploiting design for transmitting ideology overseas.  
 
 
Bio 
Kirill Chunikhin graduated with a degree in English Philology from Kemerovo State Uni-

versity in 2009. He received his M.A. in Art History from the European University at St. 

Petersburg in 2012. Kirill defended his Ph.D. at Jacobs University Bremen. His research 

project explored the representation of American visual art in the USSR during the Cold 

War. Currently, Kirill is a Pontica Magna Fellow at the New Europe College in Bucharest.  
 
  

 

 

Clarkson Verity  

The Soviet avant-garde in Britain: the Art in Revolution exhibition (1971) 

 
During the Cold War, exhibitions like Art in Revolution (1971) - originally shown at Lon-
don’s Hayward Gallery - became significant locations for East-West cultural contact. This 
complex and ambitious installation presented contested visions of the USSR’s revolutionary 
artistic avant-garde of 1917-27, examining architecture, theatre design, posters, typography, 
industrial design, film and fine art. Despite the growth of western art historiography exploring 
this movement, most notably the publication of Camilla Gray’s groundbreaking The Great 
Experiment (1962), the Soviet avant-garde had remained obscure to non-specialists. 
 
Although organised by the Arts Council of Great Britain, the exhibition became embroiled in 
issues of cultural diplomacy when the Soviet authorities challenged ownership of the project. 
Whilst the Soviet Ministry of Culture conceded that the Arts Council’s display of avant-garde 
applied arts could be shown, it insisted upon the withdrawal of some abstract fine art, notably 
a reconstruction of El Lissitzky’s Proun Room. The wider political context of the Cold War in 
Britain, in which the USSR was perceived as a repressive and hostile ‘other’, lent weight to 
subsequent protests in the British press about artistic censorship. This paper examines the 
interplay of official and unofficial East-West cultural relationships, exploring how the contro-
versy aroused by Art in Revolution was exacerbated by the Arts Council’s seeming collusion 
with the Soviet authorities in re-writing art history. Nevertheless, the involvement of the So-
viet authorities in a show of avant-garde art was unprecedented; the exhibition later toured, 
playing a crucial cultural role in developing Western awareness of Soviet art history.  
 
 
Bio 
Verity Clarkson is a design historian at the University of Brighton, teaching historical and 
critical studies and history of art and design. Her research investigates the cultural Cold War, 
looking in particular at the organization and reception of Eastern bloc exhibitions of art, de-
sign, trade goods and historical artefacts in Britain. She is currently co-editing a forthcoming 
special issue of Design and Culture on post-war cultural diplomacy via design, drawing on 
papers presented at the From 'Soft' to 'Hard' Power? symposium, and is working towards ex-
tending the temporal and geographical limits of transnational studies of cultural diplomacy. 
 
  



 

 

Davies Sarah  

From iron curtain to velvet curtain? Peter Brook’s Hamlet and the origins of British-Soviet 
cultural relations during the Cold War. 

 
In November 1955, the innovative young director Peter Brook brought his new production of 
Hamlet to Moscow. This was an historic occasion: the first visit to the Soviet Union by a Brit-
ish theatre company. The Hamlet tour seemed to represent a thawing of east-west relations, a 
perfect illustration of how the performing arts had the power to transcend the iron curtain. But 
to what extent did Hamlet succeed in overcoming the barriers between eastern and western 
Europe symbolised by the iron curtain? To understand the broader significance of this visit, 
and of cold war cultural diplomacy more generally, we need to ascertain what Hamlet meant 
for contemporaries on both sides of the political divide.  
 
Iriye has argued that on one level the cold war intensified antagonism between nations, while 
on another it helped to stimulate the growth of more cooperative, internationalist sentiment. 
The Hamlet tour certainly seems to exemplify these apparently contradictory tendencies. 
While British and Soviet officials tended to view the tour as an extension of warfare, the Brit-
ish visitors and members of the Soviet public interpreted the tour in a more genuinely interna-
tionalist spirit. What was, for most, their first direct encounter with the ‘other’ encouraged 
them to question the stereotypes of the cold war, to realise that they had much in common 
with one another, and to seek to learn from and cooperate with their counterparts on the other 
side of Europe.  The Hamlet tour is thus an intriguing example of the often ambiguous nature 
of cold war cultural diplomacy, and of how Shakespeare had the power at once to undermine 
and perpetuate divisions between eastern and western Europe.  
 
  
Bio 
Sarah Davies is Reader in Russian History at Durham University, UK. She is the author of a 
number of works on the Soviet Union in the Stalin era. Her current research focuses on thea-
tre diplomacy during the Cold War. 
 
  

 

 

Dimova Dessislava  

The “lessons” of the Mexican (1955) and French (1993) exhibitions in Bulgaria. Evolution 
and impact of cultural exchange with the West.  

 
I will focus on two exhibitions that were products of official cultural exchange between East 
and West at different stages of the Cold War. Their conflicting reception was an example of 
the tension between notions of “inside” and “outside”, “national” and foreign”, that were 
dominating the discourse of exchange with the West within Eastern Europe well into the 
1990s.  
 
The exhibition of Mexican art introduced a larger notion of “the West” - one that was consid-
ered ideologically close but aesthetically antagonistic – modern, formalist. The exhibition 
travelled several Socialist countries during 1955 (Warsaw, Sofia, Prague, Moscow and Bei-
jing).  Despite being allowed and organised by the authorities, in Bulgaria it provoked a hos-
tile official reaction threatening to break diplomatic protocol. Artistically however, it pro-
foundly influenced the generation of artists who broke the codes of socialist realism in the 
1960s: they all credited the Mexican exhibition for providing them with tools for the change.  
 
The exhibition of French contemporary art (Sofia, 1993) was the first comprehensive repre-
sentation of “Western” art in Bulgaria. Bulgarian art was experiencing a period of home 
grown avant-garde experiments on one hand, and the opening towards a globalised art world, 
on the other. In this context the French art appeared too indebted to the formal heritage of 
Western modernism and less conscious of its surrounding realities. The exhibition was also 
the product of official French cultural politics, something totally missing and even opposed to 
the avant-garde spirit of contemporary art in Bulgaria at the time.  
 
 
 
Bio 
Dessislava Dimova is an art historian and curator based in Sofia and Brussels. She has an MA 
in Art History from the National Academy of Arts, Sofia and MA in Aesthetics from 
CRMEP, Middlesex University, London.  She is currently completing her PhD on the topic of 
Eastern European art in the 1990s and its participation in the processes and discourses of 
globalisation.  
 
  



 

 

Golovlev Alexander  

Transnational Entanglements in the Heart of Europe: Russian Music in Austria, 1945-
1955. Soviet Cultural Propaganda, Russian Cultural Revival and Changing Scenes in the 
Land of Music 

 
1945 marks a tectonic shift in Austrian history and European cultural relations. With the fall 
of National Socialism, restoration of Austrian statehood and cultural awakening, the victori-
ous Allies, liberators and occupiers, sought to conquer Austrian hearts and minds with their 
cultural creation. Stretching from initial denazification and democratization towards the Cold 
War standoff, the occupation decade in the Austrian/Central European geographical setting 
represents an interesting laboratory for studies on cultural transfers. The symbolic capital of 
Austria concurred with Soviet cultural offensives which particularly resonated in the sphere of 
European musical canon, of which Russia was considered to be an honoured member. In par-
ticular, I will argue that Russian and Soviet music lived a twofold life, as part of Soviet cul-
tural propaganda and Austria’s own cultural scene. Classic Russian music regained surprising 
prestige, while the USSR was universally abhorred. Tchaikovsky was revered, and even the 
politically controversial Shostakovich received highest consideration. In addition, transna-
tional flows of émigré music came back to Austria. They were exemplified by Stravinsky or 
the choreography of Serge Lifar, promoted by the US and France, respectively, who met with 
varying degrees of success with demanding and resolutely conservative publics. This fed into 
debates on tradition and modernity and informed the complex patterns of image-building, 
stretching over several musical diplomacies. Target audiences and discursively powerful cul-
tural actors gained own socio-cultural agency, creating an ambivalent image of Russianness 
with strong national connotations, which transcended the East-West divide and developed an 
independent dynamic, dissociated from political preferences and hard power. 
 
  
Bio 
Having graduated from the Moscow State University in 2013, I am currently working on a 
PhD thesis on French and Soviet musical diplomacy in Allied-occupied Austria at the Euro-
pean University Institute in Florence. It is based on extensive research conducted in Moscow, 
Paris, Nantes, London, Vienna, Salzburg, Innsbruck, Graz and Klagenfurt and seeks to unite 
the cultural diplomats’ perspective with public perceptions through analysis of contemporary 
cultural reporting. I am specifically looking into construction of national imageries by receiv-
ing society’s cultural elites and how they impacted musical practices and views on the Others, 
in a non-linear relationship with foreign actors’ agenda and goal-settings.  
  

 

 

Herrala Meri  

Capitalization of Soviet musicians for American musical markets 

 
Because of the systemic and ideological antagonisms between the superpowers during the 
Cold War, cultural exchange offered an important alternative to military conflicts for main-
taining cooperation and interaction.  
 
My presentation gives a historical background for the present day cultural diplomacy between 
Russia and the United States. I discuss the objectives of and challenges for musical exchange 
between the superpowers from 1955 onwards.  
 
I show how both the Soviet and American establishments sent their elite performers to foreign 
concert stages to achieve both political and ideological successes by influencing receptive 
audiences in both countries. As I argue, cultural diplomacy was also an important means for 
interaction and integration. I analyse the content of diplomatic practices of the superpowers in 
terms of the cultural messages they carried. In this context, I examine the meaning and the 
concept of “soft power.” 
 
My paper also examines the previously almost totally neglected economic aspect behind the 
revival of cultural exchanges after the Second World War. I argue that economic demands 
pressured the Soviet Union into participating in Western markets. With their cultural triumphs 
the Soviet establishment compensated for their systemic and economic problems. 
 
In order to participate in Western markets, Soviet governmental organizations began to coop-
erate with American sub-state actors, i.e. concert agencies and record companies among oth-
ers. I argue that while the reasons for cultural exchange were similar for both superpowers, 
the dissimilarities of their systems created several challenges to their cooperation.  
 
 
Bio 
Meri Herrala is an Academy of Finland postdoctoral scholar from the University of Helsinki. 
Her current project title is “East-West Cultural Interactions: Soviet Elite Performers as 
Agents of Soft Power Diplomacy 1955-1983.” She is an author of “Struggle for Control of 
Soviet Music from 1932 to 1948: Socialist Realism vs. Western Formalism.” She has also 
published several articles on Soviet music policy and international music relations. She has 
conducted research in major archives in Moscow and Saint Petersburg, the United States, and 
Berlin. Her academic awards include research visits at Princeton University, Princeton NJ, 
and Georgetown University, Washington D.C. 
  



 

 

Huq Sabiha 

Ibsen in Cultural Exchanges: Prospects and Potentialities 

 
Henrik Ibsen has been one of the key figures in cultural exchanges between the European 
countries. Most of his plays were staged in major European countries by the end of the nine-
teenth century, and these plays circulated sociopolitical messages that contributed in the Eu-
ropean enlightenment that impacted the rest of the world. As such, Ibsen was always part of 
the soft power. This paper originates from a South Asian experience; especially after the fall 
of the Eastern Bloc, Ibsen played a strong role of cultural ambassador of Northern Europe to 
the Subcontinent influencing major sociopolitical changes.  Since then, he has been widely 
discussed in academic circles and has been part of intercultural theatre practices, and he deci-
phered and disseminated Western sociopolitical and humanitarian values to the East.  
Several conscious attempts of employing Ibsen as part of the soft power are recorded since 
the inception of the practice of cultural diplomacy all over the world, i.e. projects like Nora’s 
Sisters, Ibsen between Cultures, etc. and international Ibsen festivals, inter-university Ibsen 
research collaborations, translation projects, and so on, all of which may have contributed to 
the global awareness regarding women’s emancipation, globalization, rise of religious funda-
mentalism, and such other crucial issues. Norwegian government has funded projects and 
encouraged institutional collaborations. Individuals also played roles in establishing intercul-
tural links using Ibsen as their ambassador. At present Ibsen functions as an emissary of 
change for the Islamic countries, South Asia, the less privileged African people, and at the 
same time, he is part of global cultural exchange between Europe and countries like USA, 
Australia, England, Germany, etc.  The paper attempts to analyze how Ibsen has gradually 
become part of the soft power and how he may function as a strong medium of cultural rela-
tions in the future years.  
 
 
Bio: 
Sabiha Huq is a Professor of English, the Head of English Discipline and the Dean of Arts 
and Humanities School in Khulna University, Bangladesh. She received her MA in English 
from Dhaka University and PhD from the University of Oslo, Norway. Her research interests 
are in modern drama, postcolonial literature, gender and cultural studies and translation stud-
ies. Besides scientific articles, Professor Huq has published translations and creative works of 
her own. 
  

 

 

Ikonen Susan  

Soviet PR Tricks and Angry Western Communists: Case of Intellectual Diplomacy around 
One Thaw Novel 

 
The proposed paper presents a case of Soviet behind-the-scenes cultural and intellectual di-
plomacy during the Khrushchev-era Thaw. In the autumn of 1956, a critical novel "Not by 
Bread Alone" by Vladimir Dudintsev was published, becoming an overnight sensation home 
and abroad. Discussion event of the novel in October 22, 1956 turned into chaos and coincid-
ed with the starting events of the Hungarian uprising. The novel that was agitating people had 
to be banned, but what to do with the increasing Western interest towards the novel and its 
author? The Department of Culture of the Party Central Committee made up an ingenious PR 
trick: during the fiercest domestic press campaign the novel was republished (yet not sold in 
the USSR), solely to contradict Western criticism of Soviet cultural policies. The PR value of 
the republication was then used on seemingly grass-roots level, in the correspondence be-
tween the Soviet party-minded writer Boris Polevoi and the American author Howard Fast, 
who had given up his Communist Party membership after the Hungarian events. The authors 
were having fierce debates, yet from the Soviet side the letters were literally dictated by the 
Cultural Department officials. Also Jean-Paul Sartre used the Dudintsev novel to make his 
point, but to the opposite: to withdraw his anti-Soviet criticism, caused by the Hungarian 
events. Close reading of the previously untapped Central Committee archival materials gives 
a vantage point to the desperate attempts of Soviet authorities to regain the cultural capital 
that was lost by the invasion of Hungary. 
 
 
Bio 
Susan Ikonen has her MA in History and Russian language and literature from the Helsinki 
University. She is preparing her PhD thesis on Soviet Thaw-era and late socialist cultural 
politics and literary discussions, concentrating on the case of Vladimir Dudintsev. She has 
published scholarly articles on her topic in Russian and in English. 
 
  



 

 

Ipatti Laura  

Osaka EXPO ’70 as a case in Finnish Cold War era public and cultural diplomacy – 
Means and motives of image making?  

 
This paper examines Finland’s public and cultural diplomacy along with official Finnish im-
age policy – initiated in Helsinki in the aftermath of WWII and executed through Finnish em-
bassies abroad in  political, commercial and cultural contacts – in the case of Finland’s partic-
ipation in the Osaka World  Exposition in Japan, March 15 to September 13, 1970.  
 
Finland’s experience at EXPO ‘70, the biggest world’s fair to its date and the first one in 
Asia, highlights a crossroads of dynamics under the international superstructure of the Cold 
War. The host country Japan being allied with the US made the EXPO a Western stage in the 
global power struggle. The poignantly articulated presence of the Soviet Union and its Eastern 
bloc partners, also represented in Osaka, ensured the event lack no Cold War rhetoric. Fin-
land, for its part, welcomed any opportunity to boost the credibility of its foreign policy line, 
neutrality, and to deepen cooperation with the West in terms of culture and business. For 
these goals, a joint pavilion shared by all the five Nordic countries provided good opportuni-
ties.  
 
In the course of the Cold War, due both to its geopolitical position and growing interests in 
tourism and trade, Finland set out to reform its ‘international information’, i.e. the ways in 
which to make the country known. A ‘New Role Model’ for Finland – a governmentally cu-
rated autostereotype – was launched, and modern aspects of Finnish culture – industrializa-
tion, urbanization, architecture and design, social welfare and education – were to replace the 
now politically ill-suited prewar ideals.   
 
With Finnish and Japanese media, diplomatic records and ministerial archives as primary 
sources, the paper asks, how and to what ends was Finland showcased at EXPO ’70, and what 
were the driving motives behind Finland’s participation. What benefits did the Finns expect of 
the EXPO, what was Finnish public and cultural diplomacy aimed at, and what role did the 
cultural representations of ‘Finnishness’ play in the overall rationale of Finland’s foreign rela-
tions at the time? How was Finland as an imagined community imaged in the Cold War era 
setting of the Osaka EXPO ’70? 
  
 
Bio 
Born in Turku, Finland in 1982, Laura Ipatti is a Doctoral candidate at the University of Tur-
ku, Department of Philosophy, Contemporary History and Political Science, where she re-
ceived her Master’s Degree in 2011. Her research interests include history of Finland’s ‘inter-
national information’, public diplomacy and nation branding, as well as reflections on the 
theoretical discussion of imagining and imaging the national especially in the case of Finnish-
Japanese relations. Currently, Ipatti is writing her Doctoral dissertation in Contemporary His-
tory titled Breakthrough to Renown? Finland's image management in Japan from the 1960s to 
the 2000s. 
  

 

 

Komorowski Viktor  

An Exhibition Worth a Thousand Words: Subliminal Curatorial Strategies at Ljubljana’s, 
Krakow’s and Tallinn’s Survey Shows of Graphic Art  

 
The purpose of my current research is to investigate the role periodic exhibitions of artistic 
prints played in building cultural networks within and across Eastern European societies dur-
ing the Cold War. This research project assesses the methods that post-war printmakers and 
curators of periodic print exhibitions devised to initiate an international cultural dialogue in 
countries suffering from political censorship and cultural exclusion. 
 
In my project, I take as a point of departure the fact that artistic printmaking in the countries 
such as the former Yugoslavia, the Polish People’s Republic or the Soviet Union was less 
affected by censorship than other artistic media. The significant freedom of artistic printmak-
ers was common in Eastern Europe and was directly related to the underappreciated position 
of artistic prints in the hierarchy of artistic production. 
 
The Cold War cultural isolation resulted in a common artistic aspiration to westernise and 
modernise art produced behind the curtain of censorship. In this respect, international exhibi-
tions of graphic art became windows onto the world that significantly helped re-connect dis-
jointed societies. Out of tens of such initiatives, three had a particular impact on freedom of 
the international network of printmakers. In 1955, the Biennial of Graphic Arts in Ljubljana 
was initiated; in 1966, the Biennale of Graphic Art in Cracow; and in 1968, the Tallinn Print 
Triennial came to life. These are the oldest graphic art exhibitions in Eastern Europe which 
still periodically gather and display works of printmakers from across the world. In my paper, 
I would like to discuss three different sets of subliminal versus perceptible curatorial strate-
gies that were developed in Ljubljana, Krakow and Tallinn to balance the East-West cultural 
relations. 
 
 
Bio 
Wiktor Komorowski is a second-year History of Art PhD student at the Courtauld Institute of 
Art, London. He received his Bachelor’s degree in History of Art and Portuguese from the 
University of Manchester and his Master’s degree in History of Art from the Courtauld Insti-
tute of Art, London. His research focuses on the exhibitions of graphic art in Eastern Europe 
and the relationship between the art world and the Cold War politics. In particular, he is inter-
ested in the curatorial strategies developed to negotiate power split in the countries under au-
thoritarian rule. Wiktor is supervised by Dr Klara Kemp-Welch and is supported by the Arts 
and Humanities Research Council, UK. 
 
  



 

 

Kondrashina Evgeniya  

Soviet Music Recordings and Cold War Cultural Diplomacy  

 
The use of music as a tool of cultural diplomacy in Soviet-Western relations during the Cold 
War has been given much attention by scholars, including Simo Mikkonen, Meri Herrala, 
Pauline Fairclough and Kirill Tomoff. Official cultural organisations and individual agents, 
including tours of prominent soloists and ensembles, have all been studied. The role of musi-
cal recordings, however, has only briefly been touched upon. The proposed paper analyses the 
role of Soviet recorded classical music in cultivating relations with the West, focusing on the 
UK. After a decline in the 1920-40s, the Soviet recording industry reached a technological 
parity with Western counterparties by the 1960s. Recordings became a powerful tool for mass 
distribution of classical music, often more effective than concerts in reaching a wider and ge-
ographically more dispersed audience. Western companies actively sought out opportunities 
to acquire recordings by Soviet musicians and engaged them in making recordings while on 
tour. I argue that while the aim of Soviet classical music recordings distribution to the West in 
the Early Cold War was primarily ideological, their role became more complex after the crea-
tion of Melodiya in 1964. While those sent to the West through official government organisa-
tions remained ideologically charged, recordings distributed via Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga and 
licensing agreements with EMI/HMV were now produced with commercial considerations in 
mind. By examining the contribution of classical music recordings to Soviet-Western cultural 
diplomacy, this research sheds new light on the complexity and changing nature of those rela-
tionships over time.  
  
 
Bio 
Evgeniya Kondrashina is a PhD student at the Centre for Russian Music in Goldsmiths, Uni-
versity of London. Her focus is on all aspects of the Soviet recording industry, its role in So-
viet society, cultural relationships with the West, including reception and reviews, and its use 
as an ideological tool. Following her work in the administration of the London Symphony 
Orchestra, she has also looked at the relationships between audiences and orchestras in mod-
ern society.  
 
  

 

 

Koskinen Maija  

Kunsthalle Helsinki as an Artistic Battlefield of the Cold War from 1944 to 1960s 

 
During the Cold War art was harnessed to serve politico-ideological goals. In Finland, which 
was situated at the limit of the Iron Curtain, this ideological battle was fought between West-
ern democratic and capitalist values and Soviet socialism. This paper will cast light on how 
the state-imposed cultural propaganda battle was fought in the form of art exhibitions at 
Kunsthalle Helsinki, one of the leading art institutions in the Finnish art field.  
 
The focus will be on art exhibitions from the two superpowers of the Cold War, the US and 
the Soviet Union. The kind of a state-political machinery operating behind these exhibitions 
and how they were related to the ‘softer’ cultural diplomacy and foreign politics of these 
countries will be examined. The role of the friendship societies, the Finnish-American Society 
and the Finnish-Soviet-Society, which were used as ‘apolitical’ cover when organizing the 
exhibitions, will be scrutinized.  
 
From the artistic point of view the battle was fought between American abstract expression-
ism and Soviet socialist realism. The supposed apoliticality of these exhibitions will be con-
sidered by asking what kind of political agenda was imposed on them and were the political 
objectives achieved? For that matter of the art field the important question is what was their 
impact on the Finnish art?  
 
It will also be assessed as to what kind of a political platform Kunsthalle Helsinki was when 
exhibiting these exhibitions and how the field of power politics influenced its supposed au-
tonomy as an art institution. Finally it will be debated why art and art exhibitions are no long-
er significant tools in the world politics.    
 
 
Bio 
Maija Koskinen is currently completing a doctoral thesis in art history with a title Artistically 
regenerating and politically topical− Kunsthalle Helsinki 1928-1968. The PhD research exam-
ines Kunsthalle Helsinki and its impact for the Finnish art in the context of power and politics 
in the art field and society. Koskinen has a long history in the contemporary art field as a cu-
rator, writer and director. She has been the director of the Lönnström Art Museum in Rauma, 
Turku Art Museum and most recently Kunsthalle Helsinki.  
 
  



 

 

Kotkina Irina  

To What Extent the Iron Curtain Was Sound-proof? The Bolshoi Theater Opera and Rela-
tionships with the West in 1955-1989. 

 
My presentation is going to be dedicated to the Bolshoi Opera and the dynamics of its rela-
tionships with the West in 1955-1989, i.e. after Stalin's death till almost the end of the Soviet 
Union. My idea is that the influences of the West, the individual tours of international stars, 
both Western and Russian, and exchange tours of the whole opera troupes not only opened up 
the Bolshoi Theater and made it known abroad, it also influenced the productions and the very 
opera singing practice in the Bolshoi Theater in 1960-1980s. One of the most crucial influ-
ences was made by the ongoing collaboration of the Bolshoi Theater troupe with the Acca-
demia di Perfezionamento per Cantanti Lirici del Teatro alla Scala. One can trace the constant 
change of aesthetics of the Bolshoi Theater opera impacted by the Western opera production 
practices. In my presentation I'll try to discover and analyze how it changed, what the influ-
ences suggested and what outcome, aesthetical and social, it had.  
 
 
Bio 
Irina Kotkina holds PhD from European University Institute (Florence) in History and also 
Candidate of Cultural Studies degree (PhD equivalent) from Russian State University for 
Humanities in Moscow. Irina Kotkina hold several post-doctoral appointments in Germany 
(Dresden and Berlin), France (Paris, Maison du Science de l'Homme). She was employed as a 
project researcher at Södertörn University in Sweden with the project "The Vision of Eurasia: 
Eurasianist Influences on Politics, Culture and Ideology in Russia Today".  Dr. Kotkina is 
studying cultural politics and all aspects of Russian culture. She publishes broadly on Russia's 
cultural policy, opera, and theatre. She is particularly interested in the Bolshoi Theater opera 
history in the XX century and among her recent peer-reviewed publications are articles on 
Medvedev's modernization and the Bolshoi Theater, Stalinist Bolshoi Theater and the search 
for the model Soviet opera, and building of national operatic traditions in the Soviet republics 
under Stalin. She has publications in Revue des Etudes Slaves, Russian Review, Baltic World, 
Digital Icons, Transcultural Studies, and other international peer-reviewed journals and col-
lective monographs. 
 

  

 

 

Kulbok-Lattik Egge  

Baltic experience of multiple modernities. Between West and East 

 
The presentation aims to compare the differences and similarities of the state practices in cul-
tural policies and cultural diplomacy, conceptualized with the framework of ‘multiple moder-
nities’.  
 
The concept of ‘multiple modernities’ is an approach that acknowledges divergent trajectories 
of development in the modern era and offers a theoretical umbrella with which to discuss, 
compare and contrast the different macro-historical paths of Western and Eastern Eu-
rope. Each political system creates a specific set of management and institutional tools for 
cultural production and distribution in society, in order to legitimate of the state as structure 
with its apparatus and political authority. Also, cultural diplomacy and its aims depend on 
prevailing political discourse.  
 
The specific feature of the 20th century experience of Estonia (and other Baltic nations) is that 
we have experienced both – Western and Soviet modernization or developmental paths. Also, 
we have experienced discursive practices of cultural policies (i.e. cultural diplomacy, 
memory-work, and nation-building strategies) in different political systems. The presentation 
aims to compare Western and Eastern state practices, bringing out similarities and differences 
in politics of culture.   
 
 
Bio 
Dr Egge Kulbok-Lattik`s research interests are related to the historical sociology and cultural 
sociology. Her interdisciplinary research on politics of culture has revealed several untold 
narratives and helps to open up uncovered and important discussions in public reflection on 
Estonian and European history. Egge Kulbok-Lattik defended her dissertation on The Histori-
cal Formation and Development of Estonian Cultural Policy: Tracing the Development of 
Estonian Community Houses, in Jyväskylä University, 2015. Currently she is holding the post 
of research fellow (cultural policy), in the Institute of Philosophy and Semiotics, University of 
Tartu, ESTONIA.  
 
  



 

 

Kuzmina Julia  

The Western allusions in soviet popular songs of 1971-1974 

 
The period of the 1960s in Western culture is marked by the striking development of media 
and the eventual boom of popular culture. This phenomenon had a great influence on the 
Western cultural code in general but first of all, it is associated with the emergence of popular 
music as the specific type of pieces, pop-songs, with their own semantics and structure. 
 
In the Soviet Union this music came later. For instance, the first record of the Beatles ap-
peared illegally in 1967, in four years after the first release in Europe and the beginning of the 
‘beatlomania’. While staying ‘non-official’, Western pop-music influenced strongly the soviet 
bandstand tradition of the time. A lot ‘vocal and instrumental ensembles’ appeared in the 
country in the early 1970s. Their poetics was not based on the official patriotic discourse but 
addressed to individual choice and personal freedom. The songs were written in Russian but 
kept the elements of Western origin in the semantics and the style of the lyrics. 
 
The interest of my report is in the analysis of these allusions in lyrics. The main focus is made 
on the way the Western images transform in the Soviet context. The paper is based on my 
firm scientific interest in popular culture and my Master’s research on the poetic principles of 
British popular songs of the 1960s. 
 
 
Bio 
Julia Kuzmina is a 2nd year Master student in Foreign Literature and British Studies at the 
Saint Petersburg State University. She obtained her Bachelor’s Degree on the Faculty of Jour-
nalism in 2011. In 2016 she graduated the Lyon High Normal School as MA in Comparative 
Literature. Her scientific interest lies in the field of cultural processes of the 20th century, 
mass and popular culture, mass communication, as well as comparative studies of text, image 
and music. Her actual Master thesis concerns folk poetic principles in British popular songs of 
the 1960s. She also writes song lyrics within her musical project Supervitesse. 
 
 
  

 

 

Lech Kasia  

 “Acting out” Cultural Diplomacy in the post-Brexit UK: Bubble Revolution at the 2016 
Edinburgh Fringe Festival  

 
This paper focuses on the role of the actor in performing cultural diplomacy arguing for a 
crucial part that multinational actors may have on shaping of the dialogue between Eastern 
and Western Europe. The case study is an Irish-Polish staging of a Polish play Bubble Revolu-
tion by Julia Holewińska, co-created by an Irish director John Currivan and a Polish actor 
Kasia Lech; both artists are based in England. The production premiered in Dublin and was 
recently performed for a full month at the 2016 Edinburgh Fringe Festival, getting excellent 
reviews. I will consider Bubble Revolution at the Edinburgh Fringe as a multi-layered act of 
cultural diplomacy that aimed at challenging existing discourses about Poland and offered 
new ways of engagement with Polish people and Polishness. I will look at not only at the per-
formances themselves, but also pre- and post-performances interactions with the audience. 
 
Holewińska’s text is a monologue of Wiktoria, who tells her own story of growing up in 
1980s and 1990s Poland. The play is a manifesto of thirty-something year old Poles, the big-
gest group that emigrated from Poland to the UK and Ireland after Poland joined the EU in 
May 2004. Bubble Revolution at the Fringe was performed both in Polish and in English with 
a Polish accent and a touch of Irish. The performances were accompanied by a virtual exhibi-
tion of 1980s and 1990s Poland created by Lech and several pre- and post-performance activi-
ties that facilitated Lech’s relationship with the audience.  
 
 
Bio 
Kasia Lech is a Senior Lecturer in the School of Music and Performing Arts at Canterbury 
Christ Church University. She holds a PhD from University College Dublin; her research on 
the function of verse structure in theatre was supported by the Irish Research Council. She has 
published on verse and verse drama in contemporary performance, translation, and animal 
rights and puppetry. Kasia trained as an actor and puppeteer at the Ludwik Solski State Drama 
School in Wrocław in Poland and performed in numerous productions in Poland and Ireland. 
Kasia is a co-founder and the Artistic Liaison of Polish Theatre Ireland – a multicultural thea-
tre company based in Dublin. 
  



 

 

Lopatkina Ekaterina  

Cultural diplomacy, art and dysfunction: a story of one lost donation. 

 
In August 1945, renown Mexican artist Frida Kahlo presented her work "The wounded Table" 
(1940) to the Soviet Union. Ten years later it was shown on the exhibition in Warsaw, and 
later its trace was lost. The circumstances of donation and following disappearance of the 
work were never explored and published. Thorough archival research revealed that this unu-
sual and most generous gift was not accidental. It was part of the vast donation to the USSR 
made by 19 Mexican artists. The gift was initiated by Soviet ambassador in Mexico Constan-
tine Umansky aimed at introducing Mexican visual art to Soviet public. According to archival 
documents, the artworks arrived to Moscow in 1947, and were administered by VOKS, All-
Union Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries. Since an initiative of the dona-
tion did not originate from soviet institutions, the VOKS board of directors tried to understand 
what to do with this objects. The discussion took several years and in 1949 it was decided to 
remove all canvases from their frames and to store them in the Pushkin museum of fine art 
because of their «futurist style». However, this plan was not realised and when Diego Rivera 
asked to loan Frida Kahlo’s work to the exhibition in Poland in 1955, it was sent from VOKS. 
Unfortunately, fate of all paintings still remains unknown, but I hope that newly discovered 
documents will help to clarify it and shed a light on approaches to soviet cultural connections 
at the end of 1940s – 1950s. 
 
  
Bio  
I am chief curator of the contemporary art collection at the State Hermitage museum, St.-
Petersburg, associated professor at the State Saint-Petersburg University (2014). Last few 
years I am focused on the history of western modern art in soviet context and international 
cultural exchange in 1920s – 1960s. In 2015-2016 I published several articles devoted to the 
«Room for contemporary art» at the State Hermitage Museum in 1930s, French modern art 
collection in Moscow and Leningrad in 1930s, Western modern art exhibitions in Soviet Un-
ion in 1930s. 
 
  

 

 

Malich Kseniia  
 
The influence of the soviet avant-garde architectural experiment on the architectural prac-
tice in The Netherlands during the reconstruction period (1940-1960-s). 
 
The author focuses on the problem of soviet avant-garde architecture influence on the Nether-
lands architecture in decades after the Second world war. It was noticed more than once that 
soviet architectural experiment inspired many Dutch architects. This paradox reception is re-
flected in many papers, dedicated to the relationships between the Soviet and Dutch artists in 
early 1930-s. But it is still a field to research, how this process echoed in the further decades 
of the Dutch architecture: in the projects of mass dwelling and new districts of 1940-1950-s. 
In early 1930-s some Dutch architects had come to Soviet Union, believing they would got 
chance to create an experiment on an unprecedented scale that would bring some improve-
ment to people’s lives. By inviting foreign specialists, Soviet officials first counted on their 
assistance in designing of socially new types of housing as well as their experience in creation 
of assembly line infrastructure. Standardised housing for workers is a typical example of pro-
jects that Dutch architects worked on in Magnitogorsk and other cities of the Urals and Sibe-
ria. These early modernist attempts to create a functional city with extremely laconic formulae 
and rigorous social dictates were not carried out completely in the USSR, but they still had a 
significant impact on housing development projects in the Netherlands after World War II. 
Disappointment in the Soviet experiment did not prompt abandonment of ideas of new archi-
tecture and new social relations. On the contrary, architects kept on searching formula of a 
new happy life. 
 
 
Bio 
Researcher, Phd, art history. Curator and author of the “Hermitage 20/21” architecture pro-
gram, which aims at education and narrating the history of the XX century architecture, Euro-
pean modernism schools and contemporary architecture. Author of exhibition catalogues 
("Golden Generation: Modernism in Finnish architecture and design"; "Architecture the 
Dutch Way"; "Zaha Hadid at the State Hermitage museum" and others), multiple scientific 
articles and papers dedicated to the history of the XX century architecture, Soviet and Dutch 
post-war architecture in particular. Associated lecturer at the State Saint-Petersburg Universi-
ty of Culture. 
 

  



 

 

Manzhurin Evgeny  

Bringing Modernism to the Periphery. Soviet Careers of Estonian Artists in Provincial 
Russia 

 
In my paper I will trace the careers of two Estonian artists, Alfred Oja (1924-2000) and Valeri 
Laur (1948-) who at an early stage in their careers chose to settle and work in provincial Rus-
sia. Given growing scholarship on the Baltic Soviet republics as the Soviet Union’s “inner 
West”, it is not surprising that both their esthetic choices and frequent travel to Estonia made 
both artists vehicles of cultural transfer. My paper will focus more on the nature of demand 
for the Western, in this case Estonian cultural product that existed in the Soviet periphery. I  
will argue that these two cases demonstrate the growing porosity of governance in the late 
Soviet period that allowed such cultural imports to alter the local dimension of Soviet ideolo-
gy and space, and that such alterations were possible because both the artists and their patrons 
were acting from within the system.  
  
While their individual style was different, Oja and Laur occupied similarly leading positions 
and regarded themselves (and were received as) bridges between Estonia and Russia. Both 
artists claimed multiple identities with Russian and Soviet selves accepted as intrinsic part of 
their personalities. Both made conscious choice to live and work in provincial Penza (Oja) 
and Ust-Ilimsk (Laur) but links with Estonia persisted, especially supported by the perception 
of the artists in their new hometowns that tended to highlight their association with a differ-
ent, seemingly more advanced culture.  
 
And both artists enjoyed large demand for their work and periods of strong favor with their 
local patrons. All of Oja’s place-making projects were commissioned by his one time patron, 
second regional party secretary Georg Miasnikov (1926-1996) who tasked local cultural 
workers with creating anchors for local identification. In Ust-Ilimsk city mayor (head of  
Gorispolkom) Yurii Fedotov (1937-1999) supported Laur’s work as a means of providing an 
emotional and human face to the city’s public space.   
 
My paper argues that these two cases demonstrate local attempts to appropriate public space 
and instill it with locally relevant meanings. By choosing esthetics alternative to the Socialist 
Realism, local authorities working together with the artists distanced the cities’ public spaces 
from the abstract and tautological Soviet visuals and appropriated them to convey alternative 
meanings. An examination of the Late Soviet careers of two Estonian artists gives an insight 
into the local agency taking advantage of increasingly porous governance and the growing 
crisis of faith in center’s ideological agenda. I make an argument for looking at the process of 
appropriation as a constant and key feature of the Late Soviet period.  
 
 
Bio 
My dissertation Imagining the Soviet Borderlands: Pasts, Space and Ideologies in Late Soviet 
Territorial Symbols examines ideological discourses and spatial imaginaries embedded in 
locally created Soviet territorial symbols between 1964 and 1985. I discuss late Soviet gov-
ernance and ideology, center - periphery relations, spatial imaginaries and Soviet subjectivity. 
Before PhD I studied cultural anthropology and linguistics. I have been working as a confer-
ence interpreter and held teaching positions at Higher School of Economics and Tomsk State 
University. 

 

 

Megowan Erina  

Soviet Concert Brigades and Cultural Diplomacy in the Immediate Postwar Years  

 
As World War II progressed, the Soviet Union relied heavily on the creative intelligentsia and 
Soviet culture as sources of propaganda and mobilization for the home front, and after 1941 
increasingly for soldiers on the front lines, in the form of front brigades made up of the Soviet 
Union’s most talented and politically reliable performers. In 1943, as the Red Army began 
moving beyond the territory of the Russian federation onto that of first other Soviet republics 
and then beyond into Central Europe, the activities of entertainment “front brigades” took on 
even more significance beyond raising morale amongst Red Army soldiers and facilitating re-
Sovietization in recently liberated territories. Beyond the 1939 borders of the Soviet Union, 
such concerts became a means for advancing Soviet ideological aims and presenting a certain 
image of the Soviet Union to the outside world. This paper will analyze the evolution of Sovi-
et “front brigades” for the Red Army into a more wide-reaching effort at cultural diplomacy 
relying on the participation of a broad swath of top Soviet artistic talent in the immediate 
postwar years. The paper focuses particularly on Soviet performances in Germany and Aus-
tria, examining both Soviet efforts at influencing post-war German cultural reconstruction and 
its attempts to create an international image based on its cultural achievements.  
 
 
Bio 
Erina Megowan completed her Ph.D. at Georgetown University in September 2016. She is 
currently a postdoctoral fellow at the International Center for the History and Sociology of 
World War II at the Higher School of Economics in Moscow. Her dissertation, which she is 
currently working to turn into a book, is a study of the evacuation of top Soviet cultural insti-
tutions and the creative intelligentsia from Moscow and Leningrad to regional Russian centers 
and Central Asia during World War II. 
 
  



 

 

Mikhaylin Vadim 

Traditionalist answer to the East-West dilemma in "Nostalgia" (1983) by Andrei Tarkovsky 

 
One of Tarkovsky’s late films, Nostalgia, offers a somewhat extraterritorial situation of an 
artist - with strong traditionalist connotations in this case, and with a perspective of "the 
West" and "Russia" as some accidentiae to the "older" and "greater" truths. Telling his usual 
story of an intuitive search for initiation without any guarantee of a success, Tarkovsky open-
ly relies on Tarot symbolism seemingly in the Papus version, the most popular and most easi-
ly acquired version in 1970s-80s Russia, when such books as Tarot divinatoire could be 
found not only in Moscow’s central Lenin's Library but in some other libraries like the State 
Foreign Literatures Library. The Arcana present are forming a basic structure for an ascend-
ing way of initiation ‒ with some omissions which absolutely correspond to the goals Tarkov-
sky seemed to follow. The key plot situation of a Russian writer coming to Italy in the search 
of information about another Russian, a XVIII century composer, allows a non-attached cul-
tural perspective (being unbound from time no less than from spatial - and cultural, ideologi-
cal, etc - restrictions). The analysis of the film will be presented on a wider background of 
post-Thaw Soviet artistic and intellectual search for "big" explanatory constructions able to 
offer some wider perspectives that at the same time would deal with the inborn Soviet dispo-
sitions inclusively. Yet another perspective of analysis will be centered at some matter-of-fact 
contexts of the story told – able to undermine its pathos and rather obvious for Soviet specta-
tor of the day. 
 
 
Bio 
Ph.D., Professor of Saratov State university, Russia, director of NGO "Laboratory of histori-
cal, social and cultural anthropology", and author of "Tropa zverinykh slov" (The Trail of 
Beasts' Words. Spatially oriented culture codes in some IE traditions, Moscow, 2005) and 
"Shershavym Iazykom" (With a Rough Tongue: Anthropology of Soviet political poster (with 
Galina Belyaeva and Anton Nesterov), Saratov-St.Petersburg, 2013). Literary translator (Al-
exandria Quartet by Lawrence Durrell; Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas and Three Lives by 
Gertrude Stein; prose and drama by W.B. Yeats, Christopher Isherwood, John Barth, Edward 
Bond, Graham Swift, Raymond Carver etc). 
 
  

 

 

Nagornaya Oksana 
Nikonova Olga  

«Need to donate some paintings.»: turns of Soviet cultural diplomacy in the crisis periods 
of socialist camp in 1950-1960 years 

 
The crises of the socialist camp were decisive caesura in the development of Soviet cultural 
policy in the Eastern bloc. Violent suppression of social and political activity until the intro-
duction of the military contingent invariably provoked a rejection of all «Soviet» manifesta-
tions from the Eastern Europe countries population. All this situations became for a USSR the 
pretext for revision set of tools and for initiate process of rebuilding institutions. The main 
goal this type of activity was to intensify cultural influence, which in times of crisis, seen as 
the only possible channel to strengthen «socialist Commonwealth». Soviet cultural policy in 
Eastern Europe had quite extensive set of crisis instruments, which varied depending on the 
situation specific. The contents of the report involves coverage of using the main "pillars" of 
Soviet culture as purposeful instrumentation. Also it includes describing of  using informal 
networks cultural figures of the Eastern European countries, attempts implicitly to broadcast 
via Soviet influence intellectuals more loyal to the socialist countries, large-scale and gener-
ously paid invitations collectives in the Soviet Union, restitution and donation of cultural 
property related to the history different countries from Eastern Europe.  
 
The report expected to reach wide research contexts, through the prism of the Soviet cultural 
diplomacy’s study. These contexts consist analysis of the cultural transfer’s spaces specificity 
and the ambivalence of cultural communication between the USSR and countries of Eastern 
Europe. The essence of this ambivalence is in the framework of integration structures, public 
organizations and personal contacts in parallel with formulaic phrases about the goodwill and 
equality openly voiced critical position defended national interests, lined up the hierarchy of 
the socialist countries, distributed material and symbolic resources. 
 
 
Bio 
Oksana Nagornaya, PhD, researcher at the South-Ural State University (Chelyabinsk, Russia). 
Research Fellow of the Gerda-Henkel-Foundation (2004-5), German Historical Institute in 
Moscow (2010, 2015), Humboldt University Berlin (2010) Center for Contemporary History 
in Potsdam (2013-14). Since 2016 the head of Research Group “Soviet Cultural Diplomacy 
during the Cold War (1949-1989)” by the Russian Science Foundation. Research interests: 
Cultural Studies, Transnational History, Comparative Studies, Russian and Soviet History, 
WWI, POWs, Cultural Diplomacy. 
 
  



 

 

Nelson John  

Music as a weapon of political rhetoric 

 
Opera and music have been in the forefront of political protest since the Enlightenment. Since 
the end of WW II this has also been prominent in both the West and Eastern Bloc. Since the 
end of the war the road to independence and national identity has been kept alive by jazz, rock 
and pop.  
 
In the immediate post-war period popular music became to be seen as an ideological tool. It 
was considered by NATO strategists that the music of the 1950’s could be used in the fight 
against the spread of communism. Emboldened by Western music the protest singers in the 
East drew attention to the failure of communism and the lack of freedom of speech. However, 
this clearly demonstrated to the Soviet officials that music was beginning to supplant socialist 
ideologies. The miscreants were condemned as drug abusers, alcoholics and purveyors of an-
ti-socialist ideals. Deviant countries were forced into submission. And although the Soviet 
Union had signed international agreements guaranteeing freedom of speech abuse of this con-
tinued in their sphere of influence, which resulted in underground protest.  
 
Whilst the West accepts the questioning of society through music, the strength of music as an 
acceptable facet of protest and national identity has not been recognised in the East. Initially 
Russia misjudged the influence of modern media technology and communication in the dis-
persement of musical protest in the recent revolutions in the new independent countries of 
Eastern Europe. Although the strength of the media is now accepted, the message of protest is 
still taboo. It continues to be viewed as a danger, which undermines the authority of the State. 
 
 
Bio 
John Nelson was awarded his PhD at the University of Helsinki , Finland in 2013 for his the-
sis The significance of Rimsky-Korsakov in the development of a Russian national identity. He 
has a specific interest in questions concerning the interaction between the arts and the socio-
political aspects of national identity with a particular focus on music. He has acted as a part-
time lecturer of the Aleksanteri Institute, presenting an MA lecture course on the relationship 
focusing on the inter-relationship between Ukraine and Russia in the arts. John also has an 
interest in the use of folk and pop music in the independence struggles in the former CIS 
countries.  He has recently been giving assistance to the State Opera of Georgia. Between 
1995–2007 he assisted the Mikkeli Music Festival (Artistic Director – Valery Gergiev) and 
from 2001–2007 was Intendant of the Festival. 
  

 

 

Öhman Mia  

Some observations on the Soviet movie export, the co-operative production and the distribu-
tion in 1960´s and 70´s 

 
Sovexportfilm had an office in Helsinki under the name Kosmos-Filmi and a movie theater 
named Capitol for about 40 years. Kosmos-Filmi was founded in Helsinki in the 1920´s, but 
after the World War II, it was considered as German property and handed over to the Soviet 
Union in 1946.  
 
In 1958, Jussi Kohonen started to work in Suomi-Filmi. One of his first assignments was to 
organize the opening night festivities of a Finnish-Soviet co-production Sampo (1959). The 
first Soviet film, chosen for distribution in Finland by Kohonen, was The Cranes Are Flying 
(1957). Later, from 1970 on, Kohonen started working for Kosmos-Filmi. Such films as An-
drei Rublyov (1966/1971), Dersu Uzala (1975) and The Gipsy Camp Vanishes Into The Blue 
(1976) collected tens of thousands of Finnish moviegoers. One of the Soviet contacts of Ko-
honen was Sergei Mikhalkov, head of the Writers´ Union in the USSR. Kohonen traveled in 
the Soviet Union with President Kekkonen, and was organizing the making of the co-
production movie Trust (1976), about Lenin and the Finnish independence happening in 1917, 
with a surprise ending showing the 1975 Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe 
(CSCE).  
 
Sovexportfilm was a distribution company under the communist regime. As an example of 
almost smuggling the films to the West, the focus is in the three films of Andrei Tarkovsky: 
Andrei Rublyov (1966/1971), Solaris (1972), and Mirror  (1974). In Finland, all of these mov-
ies were shown in theater as soon as Moscow permitted it.  
 
 
Bio 
Born in 1970, a script writer, majoring in Russian Language and Literature with Film Studies 
as minor, specializing in the history of the Soviet cinema. In her master´s thesis (2016), Öh-
man studies the making of Andrei Tarkovsky’s film Mirror (1974) in the centralized movie 
production system of Goskino USSR, and the film´s reception both in the Soviet Union and in 
Finland. In the thesis, she also discusses the history of the distribution of the Soviet cinema in 
Finland. Öhman has given presentations The Mirror of Andrei Tarkovsky in the Finnish Socie-
ty for Film Studies (Helsinki, 13 Nov 2015), and An introduction to the retrospective on 
works of director Yuli Raizman in cinema Orion, the archive theatre of KAVI (Helsinki, 12 
Dec 2015). She has published an interview of Jussi Kohonen, a Finnish film distributor and 
producer, who worked in Kosmos-Filmi, a subsidiary company of Sovexportfilm, in Lähikuva 
2015 (3): 70–81, and an article Tarkovskin kuvat about paintings behind and in the pictures of 
Andrei Tarkovsky in Filmihullu 2016 (5): 22–24. 
 

  



 

 

Pešić Mladen  
Martinovi ć Marija  

Yugoslavia between East and West – competing hegemonies and building cultural capital 
through architecture during the Cold War 

 

INTRODUCTION TO THE TOPICS  

After the expulsion from the Cominform in 1948, state leadership in the newly established federal 
state of Yugoslavia began to form its own socialist discourse. The conception of a social order that 
would adequately accomplish the goals of the Communist Party, guarded from both the Western as 
well as the Eastern cultural model, was named the Yugoslav path into socialism, or the third way. The 
aim of the third way politics was to distance itself from two dominant cultural models, Western con-
sumerist capitalism and Soviet state-totalitarianism. In contrast of Soviet Union that was criticized as 
an example of centralist political system of state socialism, Yugoslavia tended to define itself as dem-
ocratic state characterized by decentralized economy and pluralist society. On the other hand, it pro-
moted a more humane approach to society than Western countries, which were criticized as represent-
atives of market capitalism. However, contrasted visions of East and West can represent how the Yu-
goslav discourse was being constructed, offering the third way through the idea of self-management 
socialism. In 1950 Yugoslavia implemented economic reforms that were based on the policy of work-
ers' self-management. Self-management supposed to establish new social relations forming a specific 
value system through the new cultural policy, which included concepts such as democracy, participa-
tion, humanism and cultural pluralism.  

The overreaching theme that concerns the specific cultural position of Yugoslav self-
governing socialism between the two dominant Cold War hegemonies, positions our two doctoral 
subjects (both periodically and geographically) in the thematic context of the conference proposal. The 
overall goal is to present and trace the influences of the two dominant (cultural) hegemonies on the 
establishment of the third way cultural policy. In that context, architecture is understood as a cultural 
practice that participates in the construction of the new socialist identity, based on the ambivalent rela-
tionship of adoption and rejection of the two dominant cultural models. 
 

 

 

Mladen Pešić: Exhibitionary practices of architecture and Yugoslav cultural space be-
tween 1945 and 1992 

The main objective of this research is to explore the alternative histories of Architecture Exhibitions 
(Exhibitions of architecture) as places of exchange of architectural knowledge between the ‘’peripher-
ies’’ and centers during post-WWII period in Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia. In the giv-
en research, Exhibitions are going to be considered as a place whose function is to circulate ideas and 
experiences, as well as to promote historical, political, socio-economic and cultural particularities of a 
certain era.  

Through this research author will deal with different exhibition formats (Annual state exhibi-
tions, guest exhibitions from other countries, special promotional exhibitions for foreign public, EX-
POs, etc.) that were organized in the period between 1950s and 1990s, and that were used as promo-
tional platforms with intention to display specific Yugoslav architecture and culture both at home and 
worldwide.  

Having in mind that architecture is strongly associated with everyday experiences and collec-
tive culture, and that it operates at all levels of society, regardless of the dominant model of its concep-
tion (as part of the art discourse or as a part of the discourse of technical sciences) architecture exhibi-
tions are often unique resources for understanding the changes in the field of architecture, along with 

 

 

their potential to reflect changes of historical, political and cultural events, as well as to function as 
places for promoting the discussions on relevant social and cultural issues. The secondary objective of 
the research is to analyse the changes that happened after the exhibitions, their reception and their 
influence on the discourse of architecture, having in mind specific political and cultural context of 
Yugoslavia, as places of exchange of architectural knowledge between the ‘’peripheries’’ and centres, 
in the post-World War II period. 
 
 

 

Marija Martinovi ć: Architecture of Self-management: Local Community Centers in 
Yugoslavia 1950-1988 

After the brake up with Cominform the new policy in Yugoslavia was found in the idea of self-
managing socialism. Conception of the new policy that would adequately accomplish goals of the 
Communist Party, guarded from both the Western as well as the Eastern model, was named the third 
way.  Self-management was based on the concepts such as democracy, pluralism, humanism and par-
ticipation, forming a specific value system. Since it was based on the new social relations, it demanded 
changes in the everyday life of local communities and the search for a new spatial organization of the 
city. Constitutional definition of socialist local community implied that it was the basic territorial unit 
that was the size of one neighborhood, in which self-management was to be achieved by enabling all 
the members of local community to participate in the decision making process. Urban organization of 
newly built modern housing settlements included community centers with mixed function: spaces for 
self-managing and cultural activities of local community, and also, shops, restaurants, market, post-
office. The goal of these centers was to make an adequate environment for development of conscious-
ness of the modern self-governing man in the context of politics, economy and leisure. Communal 
spaces were regarded as places where new spatial relations were supposed to bring about new socialist 
relations. This research looks at the architecture of communal spaces in Yugoslavia designed in the 
period of socialist self-management in order to uncover aspects of cultural relations in the context of 
the new values in Yugoslav society. 
 
 
 
Bios 
Mladen Pešić finished Bachelor and Master Studies, and currently is involved in PhD Studies at the 
Faculty of Architecture, University of Belgrade. He started PhD studies focusing his study on visual 
display, spatial representation and memory, and since then he is doing his research on relationship 
between exhibitions and architecture especially in the context of socialist Yugoslavia. At this moment 
he is conducting a close research of relationship between Modern architecture, exhibitions and con-
temporary curating strategies concerning this subject. Besides that he is actively taking part in archi-
tectural and design competition individually and as a team member. As a part of scholarship he was 
involved in scientific projects organized by Faculty of Architecture and Ministry of Education, Sci-
ence and Technological development of Republic of Serbia. Mladen Pešić has published articles, con-
ference papers and book chapters as author or co-author. 
 
Marija Martinović is a PhD candidate at the Faculty of Architecture, University of Belgrade, where 
she has also worked as a teaching assistant for four years. The main area of her competence is the vis-
ual and formal analysis of memorial monuments in socialist Yugoslavia. Her doctoral thesis concerns 
the specificities of self-management policy in the communal architecture in Belgrade after World War 
II. A study she authored has been selected for publication by the University of East London. She is the 
active member of the international organization for the protection of modern architectural heritage 
Docomomo. 
  



 

 

Popescu Alina  

The Romanian Union of Artists - Mediator of the Artistic Exchanges with the Soviet Union  

 
In the aftermath of the Second World War, Romania fell within Soviet influence and the cul-
tural life underwent profound changes, in response to the new ideological urges of the Com-
munist regime. Such deep transformations took place in the artistic field as well, through the 
establishment of a Union of Artists, a professional organization inspired by the Soviet model 
and functioning under the Communist Party’s guidance. Its purpose was to reshape the entire 
artistic life based on new political, social and economic premises; partially, but quite intense-
ly, during the 1950s this happened by importing discourses, experts and practices from the 
URSS. In the mid-sixties, with Nicolae Ceausescu coming to power and in the context of the 
nationalist turn of the regime, the « thaw » meant a political distancing from Moscow and the 
intensification of contacts with the Western world, while in the 1970s the cultural politics 
took a very rigid orientation, which will persist until the end of the regime.  
 
Although many institutions were involved in the cultural diplomacy throughout all this peri-
od, most of the artistic exchanges with the East and the West were mediated by the Union of 
Artists. This paper would like to highlight the important role the Union played in framing the 
artistic exchanges with the USSR, by looking at several agreements of collaboration between 
the Unions of the two states. More precisely, we will look at the variations regarding the form 
and the quantity of exchanges that were established through such official documents and 
which referred mainly to scholarships, exhibitions or professional visits. We will also look at 
the way these were organized in practice: the study of the content and of the rhetoric of travel 
reports, informative notes or daily programs that were produced on such occasions shows that 
these exchanges were systematically surveilled and politically motivated. A preliminary anal-
ysis of these allows us to observe the shifts in the Union and Party’s interests regarding the 
East and the West and suggests that the intensity of artistic exchanges with the Soviet Union 
maintained constantly high compared to other countries, no matter the fragile political con-
text.  
 
  
Bio 
Alina Popescu holds a PhD in Political Science and a MA in Sociology from Paris Ouest Nan-
terre la Défense University. Her PhD thesis deals with the phenomenon of censorship in Ro-
manian cinema during Nicolae Ceausescu’s regime (1965-1989). She is associated researcher 
at the University of Bucarest and at the Institut des Sciences Sociales du Politique in France. 
She is currently Research Assistant in the project From the ”state artist” to the artist depend-
ent on the state: The Union of Visual Artists (of Romania) (1950-2010) - the  Bucharest 
branch and she has recently co-organized a conference on cultural exchanges between the 
Soviet Union and the Popular Democracies. Her research interests  focus on East European 
Cinema, Censorship, Social and Cultural History of Communism, Art during the Cold War. 
  

 

 

Reimann Heli  

Jazz festival Tallinn67: legends and meanings 

 
Tallinn67 jazz festival was an exceptional event in the conditions of Soviet closed society. It 
was the biggest jazz celebration of great success taken place in Soviet territory until that time 
with musicians from 5 countries (including US, Finland, Sweden, Poland) with 26 groups, 
122 musicians, 200 foreign journalists and 5000 visitors.  
 
This event has number of stories circulating around it. For instance the basketball playing of 
American jazz celebrities Keith Jarrett and Charles Lloyd before their performance and their 
receiving of permission to perform just half an hour before the concert are just few examples. 
Swedish musician Roland Keijser describes the admirations towards him by Russian musi-
cians in his tour to Russia in 1992 where they heard about him visiting the Tallinn 67 jazz 
festival. Besides, this event in 1967 marked the abrupt end of the entire jazz festival tradition 
in Estonia. The main organiser of the event, Head of the Department of Culture of Tallinn’s 
city administration Heinrich Schultz, for instance, was fired immediately after the festival. 
Next jazz festival took place in mid 1980s. 
 
Based the worldwide printed media response to the event, interviews with musicians and 
journalist visited the festival, and archival material, the study tries to discover the meaning of 
the event. The study also discovers the manifestations of the festival in broader societal, cul-
tural and political domestic and transnational contexts (Cold War politics, approaching cli-
mate of liberation in Socialist bloc leading to ‘Prague spring’ in 1968). 
 
 
Bio 
I received my PhD in musicology from University of Helsinki (2015) and hold currently a 
position of postdoctoral researcher at the Sibelius Academy, University of the Arts, Helsinki. 
 My research activities lie in the interstices between jazz studies, musicology, cultural studies, 
Soviet studies, cultural history and jazz education.  
 
  



 

 

Rosenberg Jonathan  

Leningrad Comes to America: The 1942 American Premiere of the Shostakovich Seventh 
Symphony 

 
In October 1942, the conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra, Artur Rodzinski, was preparing his en-
semble for a performance of Dmitri Shostakovich's Seventh Symphony, which had been played for the 
first time in the United States the previous July by the NBC Symphony. On the eve of the Cleveland 
concert, the Polish-born maestro described the "tremendous" score he would shortly introduce to 
Cleveland audiences. Even after several rehearsals, he said, his orchestra was "still overcome with 
emotion." Noting the timeliness of the Seventh, which had been composed as the German army rained 
destruction on Leningrad, he called it "the apotheosis of liberty [and] the stirring expression of victory 
over barbarism." The Polish conductor reflected upon the significance of playing the Seventh in Amer-
ica, calling the upcoming performance not just "one of the greatest musical events" in years, but "one 
of the greatest political events." As this paper will demonstrate, there was considerable merit in 
Rodzinski's observation, for the American premiere of the Shostakovich Seventh was a highly signifi-
cant event—both musically and politically. 

A few months earlier, in June 1942, the press department of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany (NBC) announced that the Shostakovich Seventh would be played for the first time in the United 
States on July 19, in a broadcast performance by the NBC Symphony led by Arturo Toscanini. The 
concert would be heard by millions on NBC radio stations across the United States and beamed around 
the world. Lending the premiere enormous interest was the fact that the symphony's composer was 
from the Soviet Union, a key American ally in the anti-fascist struggle. As this paper will contend, the 
July performance, perhaps the most sensational cultural event of the war, helped focus the nation's 
attention on the fundamental aim of the conflict, the defeat of fascism, while it meshed with the U.S. 
government's goal of strengthening the bonds between the Soviet Union and the United States. Thus, 
the American premiere of a piece of symphonic music became intertwined with two critically im-
portant foreign policy matters: solidifying U.S.-Soviet relations and defeating fascism.  

In considering the story of the first American performances of the Seventh, this paper will ex-
plore the extent to which the intersection between cultural and diplomatic developments captivated 
people across the United States at a perilous moment in the history of the twentieth century. Consistent 
with one of the themes of the 2017 conference on arts and diplomacy, the paper will also illustrate 
how the Seventh’s wartime premiere demonstrates the way the transnational movement of a work of 
art, a symphonic composition, informed the relationship between two states. Moreover, the paper will 
contend that the many American performances of the symphony in 1942 contributed to humanizing 
and ennobling the Russian people in American eyes, as the Soviet Union engaged in a life-and-death 
struggle against a malevolent foe. Beyond that, the discourse surrounding the performances of the 
symphony, which I will examine, helped to solidify the connection between the two countries and to 
convince the American people that whatever differences they might have with Russia, defeating the 
common threat—Nazi Germany—was the preeminent goal. The saga of the Shostakovich Seventh in 
wartime America thus offers a memorable example of the way art and diplomacy can interact in pow-
erful and unexpected ways. 
 

 
Bio 
Professor Jonathan Rosenberg teaches twentieth-century U.S. history at Hunter College and the Grad-
uate Center of the City University of New York. His research focuses on the history of the United 
States in a global context. His current project, Dangerous Melodies and Diplomatic Instruments: When 
Classical Music Mattered in America (W.W. Norton, forthcoming), explores the relationship between 
art and politics in twentieth-century America by examining the intersection between the world of clas-
sical music in the United States and the wider world. In recent years, Rosenberg has given lectures and 
conference papers on this project at the Sibelius Academy, Helsinki (May 2014); the Free University 
of Berlin (April 2014); the University of Antwerp (December 2013); Leiden University (September 
2013); the University of Helsinki (May 2013); and Harvard University (March 2013). 

 

 

Shchekina-Greipel Astrid  

Lev Kopelev and his role in cultural relations between Germany and the Soviet Union 

 
The Soviet literary scholar and expert in German literature, culture and history, Lev Kopelev 
may be considered one of the most interesting figures in the German literature and cultural 
relations between Western Germany and the Soviet Union.  
 
His role in the enrichment of Western German literature in the Soviet Union and in 
acknowledge of the work and the faith of Russian dissidents in the FRG cannot be overrated.  
He was a friend of Nobel laureates Heinrich Böll and Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, writer of doz-
ens of literal articles, reviews and books about German literature and culture, before, turning 
from a committed communist into a dissident, he was expelled from the Soviet Union in 
1981. Living in Germany, he devoted his scientific career to research the cultural interactions 
and relations between Germany and Russia since the 9th century.  
 
This paper tries to reveal the role of Lev Kopelev in artistic relations between German and 
Russian artists, with focus on his friendship with Heinrich Böll, and on answering the follow-
ing questions:  

• In which way did Lev Kopelev manage to encourage publications of Heinrich Böll in 
the Soviet Union? 

• How the transformational process of Lev Kopelev from an acknowledged expert in 
German literature to a “disruptive factor”, a dissident, influenced the relation of the 
Soviet cultural institutions towards Heinrich Böll?  

• Which role played the friendship between Lev Kopelev and Heinrich Böll for the situ-
ation of Soviet dissidents? 

 
 
Bio 
Born in Germany, she received her first higher education at the MSU, Russia (Diploma of 
Science in Linguistics and Education, 2001-2006). After studying European economics 
(Bachelor 2009-2011, diploma 2010-2012), she made her M.A. in international literary stud-
ies and transfers (ALU Freiburg, RGGU Moscow, 2009-2011). Additional to her studies she 
worked as a translator, teacher of German, translation and literature at e.g. the MSU. Since 
2016 she is occupied as a research associate and doctoral candidate at the International 
Graduiertenkolleg 1956 “Cultural transfer and cultural identity” – German Russian contacts in 
the European context at the ALU Freiburg. Author of several publications. 
 
  



 

 

Shishkova Tatiana  

The image of the Soviet culture and the origins of the Cold War 

 
The beginning of the Cold War is usually seen as a series of defensive reactions between the 
Soviet Union and the U.S. Whereas the focus is traditionally on the political statements and 
actions of both sides I would like to look more closely on the discourse concerning culture. In 
my paper I analyze a number of publications in American press of the summer of 1946 re-
garding Soviet culture and the Soviet reaction to it. The American publications on the one 
hand described the ‘uncultured’ behavior of Soviet citizens abroad and on the other hand pro-
claimed the decline of the Soviet arts. In the USSR the defamation of the Soviet culture and of 
the Soviet man was perceived as a major threat. Indeed culture was one of the pillars of the 
Soviet project. It became especially crucial in the context of the struggle between USSR and 
USA for cultural dominance in Europe after the war. I trace the reaction of the Soviet gov-
ernment to the American campaign not only in the secret documents found in the archives but 
also in a series of counter-publications in the Soviet press. Moreover I argue that in autumn of 
1946 we can see a shift in the Soviet politics in the cultural sphere provoked partly by the 
American campaign: the proclamation of the decline of modern Western culture and the re-
pressions against some of the Soviet artists. This reciprocal response led to the division of 
world cultural landscape into two blocs and became one of the foundations of the Cold War. 
 
 
Bio 
I graduated from the Russian State University for the Humanities in Moscow (Russia) in 
2006. In 2009 I got a PhD in philology (Russian literature) writing a dissertation on a Russian 
writer and journalist of the 19th century Faddey Bulgarin and his strategies in the cultural 
landscape of that time. In 2007-2009 I published several articles on Bulgarin in different aca-
demic journals including NLO (Novoe literaturnoe obozrenie). Since 2008 I worked as an 
editor and then as a deputy editor-in-chief in a Russian periodical Kommersant Weekend with 
articles on cultural life. I am currently working on the cultural policies of the post-war Soviet 
Union. 
 
  

 

 

Stefan Adelina  

Tourism as cultural diplomacy: Advertising socialist Romania as a tourist destination in the 
West, 1960s-1970s 

 
In 1978, Viajar, a tourist magazine published in Barcelona, invited Spanish tourists to visit 
socialist Romania and discover “the route of Count Dracula” during a two-week trip. One of 
the Spanish tourists, bolder than others, even left Count Dracula a note in the Bran’s muse-
um’s book: “From Seville we came to see Count Dracula…   Where does he hide? Dracula, 
show yourself, do not be shy!” Despite Romania’s location beyond the Iron Curtain, in the 
1960s-1970s, Western tourists, including the Spanish ones, became interested in visiting this 
eastern European country that promised both adventure (such as visiting Dracula’s castle) and 
relaxation on the sunny Black Sea coast.  
 
The interest of western European tourists for eastern Europe emerged in the mid-1950s once 
with the progressive relaxation of travel regulation in the region. Although, initially, socialist 
Romania was not a trailblazer of international tourism with the West, it became more interest-
ed in developing this type of tourism, as it promised to deliver hard currencies and improve 
the country’s external image. As of the early 1960s, advertisements of Romania as a tourist 
destination became a familiar presence in Western magazines. These articles focused predom-
inantly on Romania’s folk culture. Yet many of them also presented the socialist country as 
part of the European culture in order to turn Romania into a more familiar space for the West-
ern tourists. This paper examines the process of commodification of culture in socialist Ro-
mania of the 1960s and the 1970s against the backdrop of international tourism. I am asking 
questions about the type of discourse that the regime used to promote Romania as a tourist 
destination in the West, what regions/specific tourist destinations this discourse favored, and 
how was this discourse received by the foreign tourists. The paper draws on an array of pri-
mary sources ranging from archives of the Central Committee of the PCR and of the recently 
opened collection of the Ministry of Foreign Trade to advertising materials published in 
Western tourist magazines and press as well as interviews with foreign tourists.   
 
 
Bio 
Adelina Stefan is a Humanities Initiative Fellow at the Institute for Advanced Study at Central 
European University in Budapest. Hungary. She holds a PhD in History from the University 
of Pittsburgh, USA. Her dissertation titled Vacationing in the Cold War: Foreign Tourists to 
Socialist Romania and Francoist Spain, 1960s-1970s examined how international tourism 
brought about a bottom-up liberalization in the two dictatorships, as it altered ordinary peo-
ple’s lifestyles and material culture. Her most recent publication are: “Automobility and the 
Building of Tourism in Communist Romania, c. 1960-1989” in Colin Divall, Cultural Histo-
ries of Sociabilities, Spaces, and Mobilities (London and New York: Routledge, 2015) and 
“Vacationing Across the Iron Curtain: How Socialist Romania Became a Tourist Destination 
during the 1960s-1980s“ forthcoming in Radical History Review.  
  



 

 

Stelowska-Morgulec Diana  

The country “in between” Russian and German Art Diplomacy in Poland at the beginning 
of the XXI century 

 
Poland is the country “in between” West and East. It has separated Germans from the Rus-
sians for over ten centuries, it has ceased to exist for 123 years in the XIX century being di-
vided between Germany, Austria and Russia, finally it has been fought over by the Germans 
and Soviets in the WWII. During the Cold War Poland was a formally independent country 
outside of the USSR but incorporated into the Soviet block and under a great Soviet influence. 
Poland was called USSR’s “Window on the west,” and it also worked as such for the Western 
European countries.  
 
At the beginning of the XXI century Cold War is long over, Europe is facing new challenges -  
unification, globalization, but also the raise of nation states. Poland still being EU’s buffer on 
the East, welcomes art from both Russia and Western-European countries.  
 
I argue that Russian Art Diplomacy hardly exists it Poland in the XXI century in strong con-
trast to the German activities in this sphere. What is more, German undertakings aim at coop-
eration and building mutual understanding in accordance with Milton Cummings’ definition 
of Cultural Diplomacy. My argument will be based on the quantitive and qualitative study of 
art exhibitions organized by both Russia and Germany in Poland (mainly analysis of museum 
archives and press coverage).  
 
The aim of the paper is to arouse discussion on the current situation of Cultural Diplomacy in 
Poland and also on its measurement.  
 
 
Bio  
Diana Stelowska-Morgulec - International Relations (2009) and Art History (2014) graduate 
at the University of Warsaw. Majored in Culture Sponsorship and Museum Promotion in the 
New Media. Currently a PhD candidate at the Department of Journalism and Political Sci-
ence. Kosciuszko Foundation Visiting Scholar 2014/2015 at the University of Southern Cali-
fornia, United States, under the supervision of prof. Nicolas Cull. She specializes in the area 
of art in Cultural Diplomacy, Polish - US relations, Culture and Art Promotion. She teaches 
American Art at the American Studies Center at the University of Warsaw. 
 
  

 

 

Suutari Pekka  

Dialogue about the revitalisation of Karelian language across the border 

 
Karelian language is spoken in wide area in the Eastern Finland and North Western Russia. It 
is mentioned in the historical sources in the Middle Ages and has strong cultural background 
recorded in different forms of oral tradition. Karelians are also a titular ethnic group of the 
Republic of Karelia in the Russian Federation, and in the main provinces in Eastern Finland. 
 
Despite this the language, Karelian, is severely threatened in Finland and in Russia. The num-
ber of its speakers has diminished from 300 000 to the current 15 000 – 20 000 people during 
the past 100 years. For political reasons and because of deportation of its speakers most of 
Karelians have given up speaking and mediating their own language. Only a handful of fami-
lies raise their children to learn the language.  
 
One of underdeveloped revitalisation possibilities is the cross-border co-operation of Karelian 
activists. Complementary resources and interests has improved the visibility and pedagogical 
readiness to revitalise the dying language. Also the European Union’s European Charter for 
Regional and Minority Languages (especially article 14 Transfrontier Exchanges) encourage 
and obligate member states to increase the transnational use of regional minority languages. 
 
Russian authorities has anyhow launched counter-speech against international co-operation 
which has been confusing and contradictory for the Karelians. In my presentation I will pick 
up some examples of the progression of relations between Finland and Russia that affect the 
cross-border contacts of Karelians.  
 
 
Bio 
Pekka Suutari is currently a professor of cultural studies at the Karelian Institute, University 
of Eastern Finland, Joensuu campus. He has studied ethnomusicology, folkloristics and cul-
tural studies at Universities of Helsinki and Joensuu, as well as a visiting scholar at the Uni-
versities of Gothenburg, Sweden and Petrozavodsk, Russia. Recently he also acted as a visit-
ing researcher at the Estonian Literature museum, in Tartu. 
 
  



 

 

Tark Triin  

Differences in Courses of Action of Cultural Diplomacy Organisations between All-Union 
Level and Union Republics: The Case of the Estonian SSR 

 
Cultural diplomacy became an important tool for foreign policy during the Cold War and was 
used extensively by Soviet Union and United States. Thus, the field was regulated and con-
trolled by the governments. In Soviet Union a massive net of organisations was created and 
get the guidelines from Communist Party and also from KGB. For example, one of these was 
the task to focus on the Third World countries. However, in the union republics the policy of 
cultural diplomacy sometimes was slightly different from the All-Union developments.  
 
In my presentation I will focus on the case of Estonian SSR and will explain, what and why 
was distinctive in this republic. The activities of two organisations will be examined: the Es-
tonian Society for Friendship and Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries and the Associa-
tion for Cultural Relations with Estonians Abroad. Most remarkable characteristics were as 
follows: Firstly, huge role of Finland, which overshadowed nearly all activities directed at 
other countries. Secondly, but at the same time similarly to other Baltic countries, the role of 
Estonian émigré community in Western countries. Although the influencing the diaspora was 
important task also in All-Union level, the émigrés from these countries became a remarkably 
difficult problem to Soviets due to the status of Baltics. Thirdly, compared to the All-Union 
level, Estonians were remarkably lazy to develop relations with Third World countries.  
 
 
Bio 
Triin Tark is a PhD student at the Institute of History and Archaeology of the University of 
Tartu. She has researched different topics of history, including propaganda, mentalities and 
migration during 20th century, and published several papers about the mentality of Baltic 
German Students in interwar Estonia, the resettlement of Baltic Germans in 1941, and the 
German war propaganda in Estonia during the Second World War. Currently she is working 
on the topic of Soviet Union’s practices of cultural diplomacy during the Cold War on the 
example of the case of the Estonian SSR. 
 
  

 

 

Tsvetkova Natalia  

German Universities in Cultural Cold War: Why Americanization and Sovietization were 
diffused and refracted 

 
The paper compares the American and Soviet cultural diplomacy at German Universities, 
during the Cold War explained in terms of Americanisation and Sovietisation. Using new 
declassified documents from both American and former Soviet archives, the author reveals 
that both powers attempted to impose their rival models of university education in the divided 
Germany. Both American and Soviet policies were resisted by the university community, par-
ticularly by the conservative German professoriate, in both parts of the divided Germany. The 
resistance on the part of the German university undermined both of their cultural influences, 
thus causing their policies of reform to eventually fail.  
 
The case demonstrates the inability of the superpowers to encourage the formation of pliable 
students and professors. Despite crucial transformations in the structure, administration appa-
ratus, and content of disciplines, both superpowers were not able to change the traditions and 
values of professors and students. The university community has been proven to be the main 
cause for the success or failure of any reforms brought to a university by external powers. 
 
 
Bio 
Natalia Tsvetkova is professor of history at St. Petersburg State University, Russia, where she 
directs the Master’s Program in International Relations offered for foreign students. She is 
Ph.D. in Behavioral and Social Studies, Groningen University, Netherlands. She has written 
widely on issues of cultural diplomacy. Her works include: Failure of American and Soviet 
Cultural Imperialism in German Universities, 1945-1990 and other papers on Cultural Cold 
War and recent development of public diplomacy in such countries as the United States, Iran, 
China, and Russia. 
 
  



 

 

Waldron Peter  

Cultural diplomacy: the UK-USSR Cultural Agreements 1959-c.1980 

 
In 1959 the UK government signed its first agreement on cultural matters with the Soviet Un-
ion, paving the way for more than twenty years of formal cooperation in the fields of culture 
and education between the two countries. Based on material from the UK National Archives, 
this paper will focus on the British government's motivations for pursuing cultural diplomacy 
with the USSR, even at times of great political tension between the two countries. It will dis-
cuss how the UK government perceived improved cultural as a means of projecting 'soft 
power' and how it saw the process as helping to promote the flow of Western ideas into the 
Soviet Union. The British perceived the USSR as having somewhat different priorities in their 
pursuit of cultural policy, wanting to acquire scientific knowledge from the West at minimum 
cost, alongside a desire to convey a favourable image of Soviet life and policies in the UK. 
The paper will discuss how cultural relations were affected by political crises - in particular 
the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 and the UK's expulsion of 105 Soviet diplo-
mats in 1971 - and will consider how far the Cold War had an impact on cultural relations 
between the two countries. 
 
 
Bio 
Peter Waldron is Professor of Modern History at the University of East Anglia, UK. His work 
has concentrated on modern Russian history, especially the political and social history of late 
imperial Russia and his publications include Governing Tsarist Russia, (London: Palgrave), 
2007 and a major edited collection (with Adele Lindenmeyr and Chris Read), Russia’s Great 
War and Revolution: the Home Front, 3 vols., (Bloomington: Slavica), 2016-17. He has a 
strong interest in cultural matters, curating a 2017 exhibition on the Russian Avant-garde at 
the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts and made visits to the USSR as a student under the terms 
of the UK-USSR cultural agreements. 
 
  

 

 

Vasilyeva Zinaida  

Seeking for a voice: Russian Art learning the language of the contemporary Art Market  

The proposed paper aims at exploring epistemic (conceptual) and ethical challenges that Russian artists 
first faced in the early 1990s, after the official fall of the Iron Curtain. Formed within the state-sponsored 
economy, they were often unprepared to enter the arena of the contemporary art market, where the art of 
the commentary was required as much as practice of art itself. More specifically, I will focus on a particular 
case, showing how Vladimir Arkhipov, a Muscovite autodidact artist, learned „Western“ language of the 
contemporary art market in order to promote his original project - a collection of self-made Soviet and post-
Soviet Russian objects (often named as "Self-Made Russia"). On a theoretical level, I draw inspiration from 
the postcolonial critical anthropological writings and even more – from the discussion on how postcolonial 
theory can be applied for the post-socialist realities. I argue that the original (authocthon and „subaltern“) 
voice of the artist had no chance to reach audience until the very conception was „rewritten“ according to 
the „standards“. However, the success came at a price: rather than following his original aesthetic and ethi-
cal intention, Arkhipov rather had to play the game of the art market.  

An engineer by training, Arkhipov recognized himself as an artist at the end of the 1980s. He par-
ticipated in the Moscow Youth Artistic competitions and tried himself in different genres: from painting to 
installations. Very soon, installations assembled with the ordinary everyday objects became his favorite 
genre. As he himself describes it, „he started to notice the beauty of the everyday routine“. His individual 
aesthetic development coincided with the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the planned economy 
which brought a radical change of material culture: the habitual „made in the USSR“ goods were quickly 
replaced by the abundant imported commodities. Sensitive to the everyday materialities, Arkhipov started 
his project as a kind of salvage operation: he realized that the „the whole continent of the Soviet material 
culture“ was about to vanish and decided to save its fragments as a cultural heritage. Since then, collecting 
and exhibiting self-made objects became his main artistic (as he defines it) activity. He undertook a number 
of expeditions across Russia and gathered a great number of artifacts. At the same time, the opening of the 
borders allowed him to travel abroad and discover similar artifacts elsewhere. Arkhipov realized that his 
collection was not just „the Soviet curiosity“ but a universal realm of human practical experience. He al-
ready dreamt about extending his project and rendering „Self-Made Russia“ „Self-Made Globe“. Partly, 
this intention was supported in the UK, where Arkhipov was helped to  organize an express-expedition and 
collected a number of objects. However, this attempt remained unique so far. As Arkhipov communicated 
me, European curators remain reluctant when it comes to present European self-made objects next to the 
Russian ones. 

Today, Arkhipov is a rather well known (even though marginal) persona on Russian contemporary 
art scene. His portfolio includes an impressive list of exhibitions worldwide. However, his success is very 
much due to the conceptual compromise he had to accept in order to promote his project internationally and 
keep it funding. (Moreover, it wouldn´t be far from true to say that his recognition in Russia followed (but 
not anticipated) his sucess abroad.) Yet, ironically, the key recipe of the success remains the „exotisation“ 
(orientalization). Rather than celebrating the universal everyday „Life-like Art“ (term by Kaprow, compare 
with "social sculpture" by Boeys) as he would wish himself, Arkhipov follows his curators choice and, 
therefore, submit to the political and economic hegemony of the European art market.    

My research is based on ethnographic materials, collected within the fieldwork in 2010-16: inter-
views, publications in press and secondary literature. 
 
Bio 
Zinaida Vasilyeva is anthropologist interested in historically grounded and ethnographically driven re-
search of post-socialist societies. Her academic background includes training in History, Anthropology and 
Science and Technologies Studies completed at the European University in St.Petersburg (Russia), Univer-
sity of Neuchâtel (Switzerland) and UC Berkeley (USA). At different times, she participated in a variety of 
research projects focused on everyday technologies, video-mediated communications, nuclear politics, IT 
knowledge politics and infrastructures, and ethnography of techno-scientific communities in Russia. Cur-
rently, she is finalizing her PhD thesis on Do-It-Yourself practices and discourses of technical knowledge 
in late Soviet and post-Soviet Russia and work as a guest scholar at Leibniz Institute for Regional Geogra-
phy in Leipzig, Germany. 
 



 

 

Viljanen Elina  

Soviet Cultural Theoretician in European Cultural Capitals in 1928 

 
I approach the challenges of the East-West cultural relations from the intellectual historical 
point of view, through a case study. I present an early example of Soviet-Russian cultural dip-
lomatic relationships by talking about a trip to the West by a Soviet cultural theoretician of 
music just before Stalinism. Traveling abroad was no longer easy for a Soviet citizen in 1928. 
One had to arrange all travel through a sponsoring state institution. In this context Boris Asa-
fiev (1882–1949) undertook an extensive trip to European cultural cities.  
 
Discussing about the emergence of the Soviet perspective towards the Western culture I show 
that in the 1920s many Soviet intellectuals continued to believe that open international col-
laboration could serve to develop one’s native culture. For Asafiev, the West provided new 
methods to develop the ‘unique spiritual content of Russianness.’ However, Asafiev’s trip 
ended up having its unofficial sides after his activities were criticized as part of the culture of 
Stalin’s Great Break. He was bound to add to his travel report: “ the West did not give me any-
thing fundamentally new.”  
 
The paper is part of my new research project that sets a question about the conceptual legacies 
of the 1920s cultural revolution. Asafiev is a good example of the influential cultural theoreti-
cians of the 20s, whose ideas about the relationship between music and culture explain for 
example Russia’s contemporary interest in using classical music in the West as a symbol of 
cultural particularity. I argue that the theoretical legacies of the 1920s – the interplay of art, 
science and politics – require further revaluation in order to study the cultural processes and 
identity of contemporary Russia in its interaction with the West.  
 
 
Bio 
Musicologist Elina Viljanen is a researcher at the Finnish Centre for Russian and Eastern Eu-
ropean Studies (University of Helsinki). Her new research project The Intellectual Voices of 
Russian Cultural Revolution beyond Stalinism continues the study of Soviet intellectual histo-
ry began in her doctoral thesis on Boris Asafiev (published by Acta Semiotica Fennica, 2016). 
Viljanen has lectured at the Finnish Master’s School and edited a book on research methodol-
ogy (Helsinki: Edita, 2010). As the author of many articles (Routledge, Georg Olms Verlag, 
etc.), she has received several research grants and worked as a visiting scholar at the Colum-
bia University (New York) and at the Fudan University, (Shanghai).  
 
  

 

 

Vowinckel Annette 

The Berlin Wall: Photographic Diplomacy in a Globalized World  

 
Shortly after the construction of the Berlin Wall both the United States Information Agency 
(USIA) and the West German Bundespresseamt (Federal Office of Information, BPA) de-
signed mobile photo exhibits showing the effect of the Wall on daily life in the divided city. 
The exhibits were sent to more than 40 West German and U.S. embassies all over the world. 
The majority of Western countries eagerly adopted the show, while the Soviet Union, Cuba, 
or China were beyond question. The most interesting cases are thus the non-aligned countries  
and former colonies, to which the show was offered. Pakistan and Bangladesh accepted; My-
anmar, Iran, Senegal, Hongkong, Libya and Saudi Arabia turned down the offer,  
pointing out that in the case of acceptance the Socialist countries would want to exhibit their  
own view as well.  
 
In my presentation I will try to reconstruct the photo exhibit, for which there is no catalogue, 
drawing on archival material. I will argue that for the USIA and the BPA – two big players in 
the field of cultural diplomacy – the photo exhibit was a convenient form to display what 
seemed like documentary evidence. But since many of the photographs were taken by as-
signed government photographers the non-aligned countries had in fact good reasons to quali-
fy the show as ‘visual propaganda’ – a term to which at that time even the USIA would have 
happily subscribed.  
 
 
Bio 
Annette Vowinckel received her doctorate from Essen University, Department of History, in  
1999 and her Habilitation (second doctorate) from Humboldt University Berlin, Department  
of Cultural Studies, in 2006. She is a specialist in cultural and media history of the 20th Cen-
tury. As a researcher at Zentrum für Zeithistorische Forschung/Center for Contemporary His-
tory Potsdam she recently published a book on the history of political photography (Agenten 
der Bilder. Fotografisches Handeln im 20. Jahrhundert, 2016) and an edited volume on Cold 
War Cultures. Perspectives on Eastern and Western European Societies (ed. with Marcus M. 
Payk and Thomas Lindenberger, New York 2012).  
 
  



 

 

Vurdelja Nina  

Post-Yugoslav cultural space as a terrain of cultural negotiation and exchange between 
East and West  

 
This paper seeks to explore specific features of (post) Yugoslav cultural space as a terrain of 
exchange and intersection of cultural influences and artistic streamings from Eastern and 
Western side of the Iron Curtain. Yugoslavia was known for a particular Self-Managing Mar-
ket Socialism what brought opening towards the cultural influences from both East and West 
block. In the decades that will come after the collapse of a actual state of Yugoslavia, the col-
lective everyday practices of post-socialism show unique models of cultural selectivity, nego-
tiation and bricolage on the ideological and intimate level.  
 
After WWII,the popular culture in Yugoslavia was slowly turning into a contracultural prac-
tice of youth population in cities.The appropriation of Western influences and combining 
these with selected imagery from domesticated Soviet oriented discourses developed into 
subversive subcultural practices of cultural consumerism (e.g. in fashion, cinema and music).  
 
The purpose of this paper is to show how this everyday performance of cultural consumerism 
served a crucial factor in formation of independent contemporary art practices in post-
Yugoslav cultural space. Nowadays, in countries created after breakdown of Yugoslavia, 
there is a strong solidarity combined and visible traces of collective labour in artistic scene, as 
an opposite pole to profit driven and market-oriented cultural industries. The contemporary 
scene thus balances between these models, undergoing constant transformation and flux; I 
want to explore how these tendencies are being reflected on both institutional and independ-
ent strategies of cultural policy and diplomacy.  
 
On the two case studies, one from the area of Yugoslav music scene (rock and roll : Index, 
Korni grupa, Ambasadori) and another from film industry (Dusan Makavejev’s movies) I 
want to explore these artistic and cultural forms, not as memorabilia, but as a dynamic herit-
age open for new readings and function in the contemporary context. On these two examples 
the interference and negotiation of both Eastern and Western cultural influences in youth 
(contra)culture will be traced from times of Yugoslavia to today. The methodology will pre-
dominantly consist of analysis of anthropological and ethnographic content, archive research, 
combined with qualitative research methods.  
 
 
Bio 
Nina Vurdelja is a freelance cultural worker and researcher and performing arts reviewer. She 
has been engaged at numerous independent art initiatives and performing arts festivals in Bal-
kans and abroad. She collaborated on numerous projects in contemporary theatre, dance, art in 
public space, etc. As Erasmus Mundus scholarship holder, she graduated from MAIPR (Mas-
ters in International Performance Research) at University of Helsinki and University of Arts 
Belgrade in 2014, and recently obtained Masters in Cultural Studies from University of Bel-
grade. She lives in Belgrade and works internationally. 
  

 

 

Zaslavskaya Olga 
Kaluzhsky Mikhail 

Re-creating “Russian Berlin” as Transnational Cultural Space? Transnational Circuits of 
Arts and Solidarity between East and West 

The paper examines the transnational context of the Russian new migration wave by focusing on the different 
resources within East-West socio-cultural and symbolic ties that support cooperation between already existing 
and newly emerged transnational groups and networks. It is based on a case study analyzing transnational cultur-
al interactions in the field of theatre and performances.  

Independent artists’ initiatives that emerged during the Cold War on the both sides of the East-West 
were characterized by their commitment to free culture exchange and networking. This type of network building 
was an alternative to local forms of the socialist states repressions and aimed on creating a transnational commu-
nity to support underground milieu. Recent publications cover various aspects of trans-border communication 
and grass-root movements of cultural diplomacy. However, less attention was paid to such phenomenon as 
transnational cultural space as a combination of transnational small groups, transnational circuits and transna-
tional communities (Faist). Transnational community is understood as sets of interpersonal relations that link 
exiles with the various groups of people at home country. According to Vetrovec, the social network approach 
sees each person as node linked with others to form a network (Vetrovec 2001) where the latter not only link 
people, but also affect circulation of resources.  

Moreover, in the context of growing immigration of the Russian political, scientific and cultural elite a 
question about transnationalism and transmigration (when multiple relations - familial, economic, social, cultur-
al) span borders of several countries) deserves a special research. Transnational immigrant spaces differ from the 
more familiar national diasporas of the previous centuries since they located in a space that encompasses two or 
more nation-states. Therefore, migration is seen as “be-directional phenomena,” where migrants actively main-
tain “transnational circuits of kinship, economy and culture” (Benmayer and Skotens 2005: VIII) even they are 
no longer living in their native country. This approach actualizes the concept of cultural encounters and allows 
investigating how both parties - home and host countries - mutually construct the situation of migration and 
migrants’ identity. Another aspects of transnational spaces is connected with dynamics of socio-cultural process-
es that include relatively immobile persons and collectives and resources needed to sustain them; solidarity as an 
expressive form of social interactions, defined as ‘collective representations’ in Durkhaim’s words.  
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Cultural Advising, Academic Exchanges and Soviet Americanists after Stalin  

 
Besides their studying American history, politics and culture, and advising Soviet politicians 
on political issues and international diplomacy, Soviet Americanists (Soviet experts in 
US/Canadian history, politics, culture and economy) also played an important, but a very con-
troversial role of so-called mediators between American and Soviet cultures, especially in a 
sphere of visual media (cinema and television). Paradoxically, these Americanists were not 
only affected, themselves, by American movies, which to some extent shaped their academic 
interests, but they also contributed (by various means) to the spread of different forms of 
American visual media among their Soviet co-citizens. Using various archival documents, 
including materials of the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) and the Interna-
tional Research and Exchanges Board (IREX) from the Manuscript Collection of the Library 
of Congress, the Soviet travel reports, personal memoirs, diaries, correspondence, and more 
than seventy interviews, this paper examines various “cultural” roles of Soviet Americanists, 
1) as the active participants and academic/political advisors in “academic détente,” i.e. the 
academic dialogue between Soviet and American societies, especially during the Soviet-US 
academic exchanges, and simultaneously, 2) as the “cultural advisors” for Soviet leadership 
the mediators between American and Soviet cultures and participants in “cultural détente” in 
the USSR, especially during the Brezhnev era (1964-82). It is an attempt to give a new look at 
the problems of western-Soviet cultural and academic dialogue after Stalin.  
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1945 and new directions in Soviet music publishing: Preslit, Am-Rus Music Agency and 
Anglo-Soviet Music Press 

 
The war alliance between the USSR, the USA and the UK stimulated cultural musical ex-
changes which aimed to enchase the understanding between nations. In 1944 New York’s 
Am-Rus Literary-Music Agency established contacts with Moscow’s VOKS (All-Union So-
ciety for Cultural Relations with Foreign Counties) and Preslit (Press and Publisher Literary 
Service), the two Soviet organisations responsible for the dissemination of Soviet music in the 
West. In 1945, Preslit was the sole owner of all Soviet musical works of any genre and ac-
cording to its agreement with the Soviet composers it retained worldwide publication and 
rental rights. The contract between Am-Rus and Preslit in 1944 led to the creation the Am-
Rus edition, a series of publications of Soviet music published by the Leeds Music Corpora-
tion in New York. Am-Rus acted as a business mediator between the Leeds Music Corpora-
tion and Moscow’s Preslit. A similar mediator role was held by the Soviet War News in Lon-
don’s Trafalgar Square. Between 1944-1946 the news bureau processed cables between Mos-
cow’s Preslit and London’s Boosey & Hawkes and contributed to the establishment of the 
Anglo-Soviet Music Press in 1946. The year 1946 marked the first post-war Western editions 
of the Soviet Music published by the Leeds Music Corporation and the Anglo-Soviet Music 
Press. 
 
The paper explores the roles and functions of Preslit and the copyright and business negotia-
tions between New York, Moscow and London during 1944-1946 as evident from the archiv-
al correspondence of the State Archive of the Russian Federation (GARF, VOKS f. 5283). 
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Music diplomacy between Germany and Italy during the Cold War: the case of the 
Schlagerfilme 

 
During the 1950s a new film genre arose in Germany: it was the genre of Schlagerfilme, a 
popular music comedy characterized by light themes, and often settled in holiday places. 
Most of the times they were set in a post-card like Italy, and showed a simple and happy 
world, animated by young people, celebrating love, holidays and entertainment. Ultimately, 
these films staged dreams and desires of a new European and capitalistic middle-class, also 
according with the phenomenon of mass tourism. The question then arises, as to whether 
Schlagerfilme should be seen as a merely mechanical, passive response to the desires of the 
emerging middle class, or if they took a more active role, directing the desires of German so-
ciety towards a suitable object. Starting from the assertion that «between 1945 and 1989–91, 
cultural productions became the most powerful tools for the promotion of ideological goals 
and strategies» (Gienow-Hecht/Donfried 2010, p. 15), this paper investigates the possible role 
of Schlagerfilme in a context of cultural and music diplomacy. In fact, they could be aimed at 
re-establishing a sense of mutual trust and understanding between Italy and Germany, which 
became allies again after years of war and occupation. The Italian context, depicted as happy 
and friendly, showed a kind of domesticated exoticism, which encouraged mass-tourism and 
cultural exchange; but they also show and endorsed a modern, European and capitalistic life-
style, in an anti-Soviet key.  By observing the strategies of persuasion triggered by 
Schlagerfilme, this paper considers social behaviours and political agendas surrounding this 
middlebrow film production, in order to investigate the reciprocal influences between cultural 
market and diplomatic aims. 
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